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General Index

The General Index, which is the PBI's primary finding aid to information in
its Headquarters fUes, originated in the early 1920's and parallels the
development of the Bureau's case file system. In October 1921, the PBI
separated its records from those of the Department of Justice, thereby ending
an experiment begun the year before. The merged filing system had failed
largely because of the absence of cross-indexing. In resuming responsibility
for its files, however, the Bureau continued to use the classification system
set up by the Justice Department, establishing subject categories focusing on
violation areas an~ giving them a straight numerical designation. Initially
the numbers 1 through 60, with some numbers left blank, were applied to the
Bureau's files.

The first index card providing entry to the fUes were Sx8" in size. Because
cross::"reference cards contained the words "see also" they became known as
"see" cards in Bureau parlance. Originally both main subject cards and see
cards were typed in black. In 1924, Director Hoover ordered a change in card
size to the now familiar 3xS" size. Also at that time classifiers were
instructed to mark the items on documents that were to be indexed - a blue
circle denoting the main subject of the correspondence and a red ''X'' noting
cross reference material. This practice remains in use today. In 1935 the
body of see cards began to be typed in red to IDOreeasily distinguish them
from main subjects. This practice changed again in 1953when the entire see
card was typed in red. For the most part, however, very few stylistic changes
in card format occurred over the years.

The content of index cards did change over time, however. Initially the FBI
indexed very heavily due primarily to the Director's desire that virtually all
information of potential value be indexed. As a basic rule, all names and
subject matter set forth in the title of reports, and all data in the body of
reports which, in the classifier's opinion, was of sufficient importance to
warrant future reference, was indexed. This system required the classifiers
to read the mail in its entirety and decide what information to index.
Exceptions to this system were made in several classifications, however. In
1936, for instance, the classifiers indexed only names in the titles of
communications in the following classifications: 17 (Veterans Administration
matters); 29 (National Bank and Federal Reserve Act); 36 (Mail Fraud); 46
(Fraud Against the Government); 49 (Bankruptcy); 60 (Anti-Trust Laws); 77
(non-Bureau personnel matters); 82 Oar Risk Insurance); and 83 (Court of
Claims) • This list vas expanded over the years. By 1944, 6 more
classificationa were added to the 9 listed above with categories such as
Selective Service Act and Reconstruction Finance Corporation among those
receiving light indexing treatment.

Another early Bureau practice vas to index names on lists when the list
reflected possible association with a subversive group (e.g. Co1llDUnistParty
petitions or 8Ubscriptions to the DaUy People's W,rld) or where the names
might have future reference value (American Legion contacts, loyalty forms).
The heavy demandson staff time and resources, however, and the absence of
substantial inforution about the individuals whose names appeared in this
eontext caused the Bureau to limit indexing in these areas. In 1949 the
Executive Conference decided that names on CommunistParty petitions and
subscription lists to the Daily W,rker and Daily People's W,rld be indexed in
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the appropriate Field Office only.

Originally the index eards noted subject matter and the ease file number
(including serial numbers for cross references to specific documents) where
relevant information could be found. Beginning in 1938, additional
identifying data was added to the cards. First, locality by state was placed
on the cards. In 1941 all the cards were automatically dated by a
tickometer. Over time, race, official titles, and explanatory data where the
name or subject matter was not self-explanatory was placed on the cards. In
1950, 4 additional elements were chosen for inclusion. Ylen available,
information regarding age or birthdate, birthplace, FBI identification number,
and affiliation with subversive organizations and groups was noted. As had
been the pattern, indexing in the security-related classifications continued
to be greater than in the criminal and applicant classifications. In 1950,
for instance, approximately 8,000 index eards were prepared each day, 6,560
of which fell within the subversive category. Because classifiers made
indexing decisions on each piece of mail without regard to whether the
information was duplicated in previously indexed correspondence, there was
considerable overlapping of effort and multiple indexing of the same
information.
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Certain unique types of information on index cards came to be high-lighted
through color-coding. Through the years, see references were prepared noting
the location in a file of photographs, summary statements on the
investigatiion to date, and testimony given in court. Called simply
photograph, summary,or testimony cards, by 1954 these cards came to be typed
on yellow rather than white paper stock.
Over the years the tension between Records Branch employees' efforts to keep
the index a manageable size and the desires of Hoover and others to index
virtually all information elements caused periodic reviews and suveys of
indexing procedures. A 1952 survey resulted in a decision, effective June,
1953, that indexing of reports in all criminal cases be done only on the basis
of names appearing in the titleand synopsis. Prior to this decision,
indexing on a limited basis had becomestandard practice in 30 classifications
(17, 25, 29, 36, 42, 46, 48, 60, 62, 73, 76, 77, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 93, 96,
104, 115, 116, 118, 120, 123, 124, 126, 128 and 131. In 82, only information
in the title was indexed.), reflecting a steady trend toward less indexing in
non-security areas. The 1953 decision made it even more important for case
Agents in the Field to incorporate all valuable data in the synopsis.

•

•
Although indexing decisions at Headquarters had always rested primarily with
classifiers, Field Offices had an entirely different approach. In the field,
primary responsibility for determining what to index rested with the Special
Agent handling the case. Usually, the Chief Clerk's Office would
automatically index information in the title and synopsis of reports and would
determine haw to index, but decisions on what to index rested with the case
Agent. The result of these dichotomous proCeSSeswas to create differences in
the amount and nature of information indexed in the field comparedwith that
at Headquarters.

•

•The indexing of sensitive information received attention from time to time.
In Decemberof 1940 the Bureau began the practice of indexing correspondence
from confidential informants into the General Index in addition to abstracting
the information for the confidential informant index, which was maintained
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separately. A typical entry tight read "Confidential Informant NYC 75
furnished the following list of telephone calls for January, 1946, from the
above DUmber." This practice lasted only about 5 years, and in 1968 all such
cards were purged from the General Index. Other information, such as see
references that gave both an informant's code name and true name, or
associated specific informants with specific cases, remained in the index.

Periodically, the question of indexing surveillance activities was
discussed. The Executive Conference, in April of 1946, decided that generally
classifiers should not index the results of mail covers and technical
surveillance. It appears, however, that at least in some Pield Offices index
cards were prepared for such _terials as surveillance logs. Eventually,
Headquarters developed the practice of deciding on a classification by
classification basis whether to index the results of _il covers or
surveillance activities. By 1976, the instructions for classifiers indicated
that Indexing this information was necessary in less than 20 classifications.

Between 1975 and 1980, the Bureau .. de a series of decisions which changed
indexing procedures, including the handling of sensitive information. Because
criminal elements had obtained information from indices which led to the
identification and subsequent death of Bureau informants, the FBI decided to
remove all references to informants from Field Office indexes. Highly
sensitive or specialized information had traditionally been maintained in
separate indices (see report on special indexes), but .ore routine data on or
from informants was noted in the General Index. Around 1978 index cards
relating to informant activity or identity was placed in the Special Pile
Room, a secure area with very limited access. At that time the Bureau's
system for filing records relating to informant activity or identity also
changed in order to further protect activities and names of informants.

More sweeping changes 1n indexing procedures at Headquarters occurred in
19-76. At that time the long-standing system of using clerical persOnnel
(classifiers) at Headquarters to prepare index cards was abandoned. Instead,
the case Agent in the field, who had always made indexing decisions for P.leld
Office indices, was authorized to designate the content of Headquarters index
cards. The new criteria issued to Agents mandated them to index all _in
subjects of an investigation .entioned in the title or synopsis of a
communication, and to request that see references be prepared on 1) prime
suspects, 2) close relatives and associates where warranted, 3) complaintant
and victim where warranted, and 4) any other data considered by the Agent to
be significant. ~en proposing this change in the indexing system, a Bureau
official noted that "the new • • • criteria basically differs from what is now
being done at FBI Headquarters 1n that classifiers now index all relatives and
associates in security cases and pertinent data in the synopsis of criminal
cases. Under the new proposed guidelines, relatives and associates will be
indexed in any case only as warranted [sic] by the case Agent. This is really
not a departure from current field procedures •••• " (66-19161-9, June 24,
1975) •

The reasons for investing the field with authority to determine the content of
the Headquarters General Index, a seemingly radical departure from tradition,
were ....ltiple. There had been intense Congressional interest in Bureau
investigative techniques and the volume of information, derogatory or
otherwise, that Bureau files held on millions of u.s. citizens. This interest
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included indexing procedures. In addition, the discrepancy between the
content of index cards in the field and those at Headquarters had long been •
recognized as potentially disadvantageous. Of perhaps greatest importance,
however, was the Bureau's desire to move toward a central automated index. In
order to permit "source data entry," a key element in the proposed automated
system, Headquarters needed to give the Field Office basic authority for
determining what and how to index. •Another change emanating from the decision to automate was the division of the
General Index into two sections - active and inactive files. The inactive
Index holds cards for all criminal cases which have been closed since 1973,
and for all security cases which have been closed since 1958. All other cards
are placed in the active Index. <llrrent Bureau practice in responding to a
request for an indices check is to search only the active Index unless a
broader search is specifically requested. In addition, the Bureau plans to
place on computer all cards contained in the active Index, but does not plan
to do so for cards maintained in the inactive Index.

•

Today the General Index (active and inactive combined) holds approximately
65,500,000 cards. There are 33,969 drawers of cards in the inactive Index and
24,480 drawers of cards in the active Index. Although the cards to purged
case files are destroyed when the file itself is destroyed, the number of
cards being added to the Index daily greatly exceeds those being destroyed at
Headquarters. Destruction of both files and index cards has been
significantly greater in the field than at Headquarters, causing some Field
Offices to actually reduce the size of their index. During a campaign in the
early 1970's to clean out unnecessary cards in the Field Office indices, for
instance, the San Francisco Office reduced the size of its index by
approximately one-half. Nonetheless, the Bureau can anticipate continued
growth of its Headquarters General Index. If current plans are implemented,
however, by the turn of the century all index information will be automated
and the use of 3x5" cards will cease. (For more information on the Bureau's
planned and existing automated finding aids, see the Special Study prepared on
that subject.)

•

•
I

I
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Disposition Suggestion
The Task Force's preliminary disposition decision regarding index cards at
Headquarters and in the field is:

If the case file has been scheduled for transfer to the National
Archives, all main subject and see cards for that case file should
also be transferred. All other index cards may be destroyed when
their administrative use by the Bureau ceases.

•
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•
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Specialized Indexes

The Headquarter8 indexe8 li8ted in the November17, 1980 B!dera1Register were

in8pected to verify their ex1atence, to deteraine their arrangement and use,

and to reach 80meappraisal judgellent concerning their archival value. We

a180 inapected special indexes in the 8even field offices we v1aited. In a

strict 8ense .. ny of the8e are not what normally would be considered indexes,

that 1& finding aids to other bodies of data. Many are liat8, photograph

albUIIS, wanted circulars and po8ters, or other collections which for Privacy

Act pUrp08eswere listed in the A!deral Register because .ost are accessible

by the nameof an 1ndividual.

These specialized indexes are asintained by the PBI as administrative,

research, and investigative aids. Somelargely duplicate index entries in the

main Central Records System index, but are uintained in the operating

divisions and field offices largely for convenience. Several of the fugitive

type indexes, for example, are exact duplicates of .. in index entries but are.
kept separately by fugitive type (deserter, bank robber, etc.) to allow the

Criminal Investigative Division at: Headquarters to better coordinate current
"

field office investigations of this character. Others are adlll1nistrative aids

or are asintained for statistical purposes. The Evidence Control Index

enables the PBILaboratory to keep track of .. terial sent to it for analysis,

while the Mail Cover Statistics Index provides current information on the

aumber of such covers presently in use. Several of the photograph albuJDSand

the Laboratory collections are research aids of use in identifying subjects of

investigations or in analyzing evidence. P.lnally, several of the indexes allow

the fBI to identify sources of information or 8ubjects of inve8tigation in a

particular field, 8uch as organized crime or foreign counterintelligence •
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Although many of these specialized indexes provide access to the Central •

Records System, that 1& they include Bureau or office of origin case file

numbers, they are separate from that system. All were created to meet the

i1lllDediateneeds of the operating divisions at Headquarters and the field

offices. No computerized indexes were considered in this examination, with

one or two exceptions where the Bureau normally uses the hard copy of a

computer generated index. In addition, several items not listed in the

lederal Register were included in our examination, including six indexes the

titles of which are currently security-classified which were appraised as

permanent.

Descriptions of the indexes and appraisal decisions follow. In general, our

appraisal decisions rested on the value of the information in the index

itself, the importance of the investigative area involved, whether or not the

information was duplicated elsewhere, and whether the index was cumulative and

had continuing value or was merely a current investigatve or administrative

aid.

•
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Disposition Instructions-Indexes
Administrative Index (ADEX) P

AnonyllOus Letter !lIe D

Associates of Class I D~ Narcotics Violators D

Background Investigation Index-Justice Depart.ent D

Background Investigation Index-QRite House, etc. D

Background Investigations Index-DOE, etc. D

Bank Fraud aDd Eabezzleaaent Index If/A
If/A
If/A

Bank Robbery Albu.
Bank Robbery Nickname Index
Bank Robbery Ifote !lIe D

Bank Robbery Suspect Index IffA
If/A
If/A
If/A

Car Ring Case Photo Album
Car Ring Case Photo Album aDd Index
Car Ring Case Toll Call Index
Car Ring Theft Working Index D

Cartage Album If/A
If/AChannelizing Index

<l1ecltCircular !lIe D

Con Han Index D

Confidence Caae Albua If/A
If/A
If/A

Copyright Ha~~ers Index
~ia1nal Intelligence Index
Criminal Informant Index p

DBA Class I Narcotics Violators Listing D

Deserter Index If/A

Electronic Surveillance Index (ELSUR) P (part)

F.LeldOffices
D

N/A
D

If/A
N/A
If/A

D

D

D

If/A
D

D

D

D

N/A
D

D

D

If/A
D

D

D

If/A
D

D

D
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Extremist Informant Index

Extremist Photo Album

Iklse Indentities Index

!alse Indentities Program List

!alse Indentity Photo Album

FBI Wanted Persons Index

Ibreign Counterintelligence Asset Index

fraud Against the Government

lUgitive Bank Robbers Hie

General Security Index

Hoodlum License Plate Index

Identification' Order Ibgitive nier File

Informant Index

Informants in Other Field Offices, Index of

Intersta~e Transport of Stolen Aircraft Photo Album

IRS Wanted List

Key Activist Program Photo Album

Key Extremist Program Listing

Kidnapping Book

lCnown Check Passers Album

lCnown Gambler Index

La Cosa Nostra Membership Index

Leased Line Letter Request Index

Hal1 Cover Index

Military Deserter Index

National Bank Robbery Album

National Pcaudulent Check Hie

P

P

D

N/A

N/A

D

P

N/A

D

N/A

N/A
P

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

P

P

D

N/A

N/A
P

D

P

D

D

D

Nit.

D

N/A
D

D

D

N/A
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

N/A

N/A
D

D

D

N/A

N/A
N/A

t

N/A

•
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·( National Security Electronic Surveillance Card File
Night Depository Trap Index

P N/A
N/A

Organized Criae Photo Album
D

N/A
N/A
RIA
RIA

D

D• Photospread Identification Elimination F.lle
Prostitute Photo Album D

loyal Canadian Mounted Police ~nted Circular F.lle

• Security Inforaant Index
Security.Subjects Control Index

P

RIA
RIA

D

N/A
b

•
Security Telephone Number Index
Selective Service Violators Index
Skyjack lbgitive Album-

D

D

RIA

Sources of Inforaation Index
D

RIA
RIA
RIA
RIA
NIA

D

D·( Special Se~ices Index
Stolen Checks and fraud by W1re Index

D

D

Stop Rotices Index D

• Surveillance Locator Index
Symbionese Liberation Army Index P

RIA
RIA
RIA

D

D

Telephone Nuabers Index-Gamblers D

• Telephone Subscriber and Toll Records Check Index D

•

Thieves, Couriers. and Fences Photo Index
Toll Record Bequest Index
Top Burglar Albua

D

RIA

D

RIA
D

Top !Chelon Criminal lnforaant Program
Top Ten Progr.. nle

• Top Thief Program Index
(-- I Truck Hijack Photo Album

Truck Thief Suspect Photo Album

p

P

RIA
RIA
RIA

D

D

D

D

D

•



Traveling Criminal Photo Album

Veterans Administration/Federal Housing Administration Index

Wanted niers P.l.le

Yteeldex

~ite House Special Index

Witness Protection Program Index

Rational Security Electronic Surveillance Statistics P.l.le

Rational Security Electronic Surveillance F.Lle

Mail Cover Statistics Index

Fbreign Police Cooperation Index

Gambling Case Listing

Evidence Control Index

Qeatherman Photo Album

•
RIA

RIA

P

RIA

D

D

D

P

D

D

D

D

P

D

D

D

D

RIA

RIA

RIA

RIA

RIA

RIA

RIA

RIA

D

•
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•
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•
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Title of Index:
Administrative Index (ADEX)

Description and Use:
Consists of cards with descriptive data on individuals who were subject to
investigation in a national emergency because they were believed to constitute
a potential or active threat to the internal security of the United States-.
Ylen ADEle was started in 1971, it was ..de up of people who were formerly on
the Security Ind~x, Reserve Index, and Agitator Index.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
P.leldOffice: Yes (29)

Recommendations and Justification:
The Headquarters ADEX includes ..in index entries bJ name, alias cards, and
cards on individuals removed from AD!X before the prograa was cancelled. In
proximity to the index itself are three legal size file drawers containing
documentation relating to the various detention programs.
Given the importance and sensitivity of the ADEX program, at Headquarters the
index and supporting documentation are permanent. Because they largely
duplicate the Headquarters index, all field office Administrative Index are
disposable.
Disposal Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent (index and supporting documentation)
F.leldOffice: Disposable

Title of Index:
Anony.ous Letter Pile
Description and Use:
Consists of photographs of anonY1lOus collllllunicationsand extortionate credit
transactions, kidnapping, extortion and threatening letters.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
F.leldOffice: 1(0

Recommendations and Justification:
This 1& .imply a reference aid used bJ the DI Laboratory in identifying
possible authors of anony.ous letters. It has no archival value.
DiSpoSition Instructions:

Head~uarters: Disposable
F.leldOffice: MIA
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Title of Index:
Bank Pcaudand !mbezzlement Index. •Description and Use:
Consists of individuals who have been the subject of "Bank Pcaud and
Embezzlement"investigation. This file is used as an investigative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Held Office:

No
Yes (1) •

Recommendationsand Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in one field office and covers subjects of
interest only to that office. It has too narrow a scope to warrant permanent
retention. •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: RIA
Held Office: Disposable

•
Title of Index:
BankRobberyAlbum.

Description and Use:
Consists of photos of bank robbers, burglars, and larceny subjects. In 80me
field offices it will also contain pictures obtained from local police
departments of known armed robbers and thus potential bank robbers. This
index i8 used to develop investigative leads in bank robbery cases and. may
also be used to show to witnesses of bank robberies. It is usually filed by •
race, height, and age. This index is also maintained in one resident agency
(a r'~office of a field office).

"
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Held Office:

No
Yes (47) •

Recommendationsand Justification:
Used in field offices as an investigative aid; consists of current suspects
only, not cumulative. Not of sufficient research value to be retained.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: If/A
F.leld Office: Disposable

•

•

•
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Title of Index:
Bank. Robbery Nickname Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of n1cknaaes used by known bank robbers. The index card on each
would contain the real name and method of operation and are filed in
alphabetical order.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P1eld Office: Yes (1)

Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in one field office and covers subjects of
interest only to that office. It has too narrow a .cope to be permanently
retained.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA
F.leld Office: Disposable

Title of Index:
Bank Jobbery Note Plle.

Description and Use:
Consists of photographs of notes used in bank robberies in which ~he suspect
has been identified. This index is used to help solve robberies in which the
subject bas not been identified but a note vas left. The note is compared
with the index to try to aatch the sentence structure and handwriting for the
pvrp08e of identifying possible suspects.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
F.leld Office: Ro

Recommendations and Justification:
Used by the FBI laboratory to ass1st in analyzing notes from bank robberies.
Not of sufficient research value to be permanently retained.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
P1eld Office: RIA
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Title of Index:
Bank RobberySuspect Index. •

Description and Use:
Consists of a control file of index cards with photos, if available, on bank
robbers or burglars. In some field offices these people may be part of the
bank robbery album. This index is generally maintained and used in the same
manneras the bank robbery album. •

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Field Office:

No
Yes (33)

Recommendationsand Justification: •
Used as an investigative aid in field offices and covers subjects of interest
only <to the field office maintaining the index. It contains only current
subjects. This index is of too narrow a scope to be permanently retained.

DispOSition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA •
F1.eldOffice: Disposable

Title of Index:
Car Ring Case Photo Album. •Description and Use:
Consists of photos of subjects involved in a large cae theft ring
investigation. It is used as an investigative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Field Office:

No
Yes (3) •

Recommendationsand Justification:
Maintained in only three field offices. It is of too narrow a scope to be
permanently eetained. •Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: RIA
F.LeldOffice: Disposable

•

•
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Title of Index:
Car Ring Case Photo Album and Index.
Description and Use:
Consists of photos of subjects and suspects involved in a large car theft ring
investigation. The card index .aintained in addition to the photo album
contains the names and addresses appearing on fraudulent title histories for
stolen vehicles. Host of these names appearing on these titles are
fictitious. Both the photo album and card indexes are used as an
investigative aid.
Kaintained at:

Headquarters: Ro
F.leldOffice: Yes (1)
~Recommendations and ~ustification:

Kaintained in only one field office. It is of too narrow a scope to be
permanently retained.
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: RIA
F.leldOffice: Disposable

Title of Index:
Car Ring Cue Toll Call Index.
Description and Use:
Consists of cards with information on persons who subscribe to telephone
numbers to which toll calls have been placed by the major subjects of a large
car theft ring investigation. It is maintained numerically by telephone
number. It i8 used to facilitate the development of probable caus~:"for a
court-appointed wiretap. ..
Kaintained at:

Headquarters: Ro
F.leldOffice: Yes (2)

Recommendations and ~ustification:
Maintained in only two field offices. It is of too narrow a scope to be
permanently retained.
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: RIA
F.leldOffice: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Car Ring Theft WOrkingIndex.

Description and Use:
Contains cards on individuals involved in car ring tbeft cases on whicb tbe
FBI laboratory is doing examination work.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
Field Office: No

.: •
Recommendations and Justification:
Used by the FBI Laboratory as an administrative aid in keeping track of
evidence. It is not of sufficient value to be permanently retained.

Disposition Instructions:
Heaquarters: Disposable
Field Office: NIA

•

•
Title of Index:
Cartage Album.

Description and Use:
Consists of pbotos with descriptive data of individuals who have been
convicted of tbeft from interstate sbipment or interstate transportation of
stolen property where tbere is a reason to believe tbey may repeat tbe
offense. It is used in investigating tbe above violations.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Field Office:

•No
Yes (3)

Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in tbree field offices and covers subjects of
interest only to the office maintaining tbe index. It bas too narrow a scope •
to be permanently retained.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N7A
F.Leld Office: Disposable •

•

•
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Title of Index:
Channelizing Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of cards with the names and case file numbers of people who are
frequently aentioned in informant records. The index is used to facilitate
the distributing or Channeling of informant reports to appropriate files •

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
ReId Office: Yes (9)

Recommendationsand Justification:
Maintained at only nine field offices as an administrative aid to ass1st in
filiqg reports. It is not of 8ufficient researCh value to warrant permanent
retention.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA
F.leld Office: Disposable

Title of Index:
Oleck Circular HIe

Description and Use:
Consists of fliers filed numerically in a control file on fugitives who are
notorious fraudulent check passers and who are engaged in a continuing
operation of passing checks. The fliers which include the subject's pame,
photo, a SU1lll&ry of the subject's method of operation and other identifying
data is used to alert other fBI field offices and business establishments
which u.y be the victi. of bad checks.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
Reld Office: Yes (43)

Recommendationsand Justification:
These are essentially wanted posters for fraudulent Check passers. They are
not of 8ufficient researCh value to warrant permanent retention •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
F.leld Office: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Con Man Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of index cards with names of individuals, along with company
affiliation, who travel nationally and internationally while participating in
large-dollar-value financial swindles.

•

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
P.l.eldOffice: No

e

Recommendations and 3ustification:
This is now computer generated and exists in booklet (printout) form. It is
not sufficiently unique or of potential research value to warrant permanent •
retention. .

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Held Office: NIA

•

)e
Title of Index:
Conf idence Game (Fl.im Flam) Album.

Description and Use:
Consists of photos with descriptive information on individuals who have "been •
arrested for confidence games and related activities. It is used as an
investigative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
P.l.eldOffice:

No
Yes (4) •

Recommendations and 3ustification:
Used as an investigative aid in four field offices. It is of too narrow a
scope and of such limited research potential to warrant permanent retention.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA
F.leldOffice: Disposable

•

•

•
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Title of Index:
Copyright Matters Index.
Description and Use:
Consists of cards of individuals who are film collectors and film titles. It
is used as • reference in the investigation of copyright matters.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
Field Office: Yes (1)

Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in one field office. It is too narrow in scope
to warrant permanent retention.
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: NIA
Field Office: Disposable

TitIe of Index:
Criminal Intelligence Index.
Description and Use:
Consists of cards with name and file nuaber of individuals who have become the
subject of an antiracketeering investigation. The index is used as a quick
way to ascertain file mmbers and the correct spelling of names. 'this index
is also maintained in ODe resident agency.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
ReId Office: Yes (2)

Recommendations and Justification:
Maintained at two field offices as an administrative aid to filing and
locating reports. Because it is so li.ited in scope and largely duplicated 1n
the Central Records System index. this index is disposable.
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: NIA
Field Office: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Criminal Informant Index. •
Description and Use:
Consists of cards containing identity and brief background information on all
active and inactive informants furnishing information in the criminal area.
Maintained at: •

Headquarters: Yes
Field Office: No

Recommendations and Justification:
Because this index is cumulative, covering both active and inactive
informants, and because of the importance of informants to FBI investigative
activity, this index should be retained permanently. •
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent
Field Office: NIA •

Title of Index:
DBA Class I Narcotics Violators Listing.

Description and Use:
Consists of a computer listing of narcotic v1olators--persons known to
manufacture, supply, or distribute large quantities of illicit drugs--with
background data. It is used by the DI in their role of assisting DPA in
disseminating intelligence data concerning illicit drug trafficking. This
index is also maintained in two resident agencies.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Pleld Office:

Yes
Yes (59) •

Recommendations snd Justification:
Based on information furnished by the Drug Enforcement Administration the PSI
uses this as a ready reference and as an investigative aid. Because of the
current, administrative use of this listing it is not permanentiy valuable. •Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Disposable
Pleld Office: Disposable

•

•
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Title of Index:
Deserter Index.

Description and Use:
Contains cards with the names of individuals who are known military
deserters. It is used as an investigative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
PJ.eldOffice: Yes (4)

Recommendationsand Justification:
Used b1 four field offices as an investigative aid in a very narrow class of
fugitive investigations. Because of its narrow scope this index is not
perma~ently valuable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: MIA
PJ.eldOffice: Disposable

Title of Index:
Electronic Surveillance Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of names of individuals who have been the targets of direct PSI
electronic surveillance, who have participated in conversations monitored by
the fBI, or' who have owned, leased, licensed premises on which the JiBIhas
conducted electronic surveillance. The index includes coverage since 1960and
is maintained to enable the PSI to respond to judicial inquiries about
possible electronic surveillance coverage of witnesses, defendents. or
attorneys involved in I!deral court proceedings.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
PJ.eldOffice: Yes (59)

Recommendationsand Justification:
The P1eld Office indexes are duplicated at Headquarters and are therefore
disposable. The ujority of names in this index are for incUviduals overheard
or .entioned in IIOnitored conversations; they are also phonetic spellings.
The _in subject cards comprise a considerably suller portion of the index,
are clearly identifiable individuals, and were clearly the subject of 01
investigations. The .. in subject cards are perunent the "overhears" and
"Mntions" are disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: "Principal" cards - Perunent; ''Proprietary interes t"

cards - Permanent; "Overhear" cards and any others, suc:bas the
early ''Mention'' cards - Disposable.

PJ.eldOffice: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Extremist Informant Index. •Description and Use:
Consists of cards with identity and background data on all inactive extremist
informants. It was used as a reference to aid in the supervision of the
informant program. This index was discontinued in November 1976.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
PJ.eldOffice: No

•
Recommendations and Justification:
Given the importance of use of informants in 181 investigations, this index is
permanently valuable. •
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent
PJ.eldOffice: NIA

•
Title of Index:
Extremist Photo Album.

Description and Use:
Consists of photos mounted on pages containing descriptions of known extremist
fugitives and informants. All persons in the Key extremist program were
included in this album. Used for ready reference and fugitive
identification. This photo album was discontinued in January 1977.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
PJ.eldOffie:

•Yes
Yes (20)

"Recommendations and Justification:
Given the 181 investigative effort expended during the 1960s and 1970s in this
area, the Headquarters album is permanently valuable; F.l.eldOffice albums
duplicate that in Headquarters and are therefore disposable. •
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent
PJ.eldOffice: Disposable •

•

•
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Title of Index:
False Identities Index.

Description and Use:
Contains cards with the naaes of deceased individuals whose birth certificates
have been obtained by other persons for possible false identification uses and
in connection with which the FBI laboratory bas been reques~ed to perform
examinations •

Kaintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
ft.eldOffice: No

Recommendations and Justification:
Kaintained by the FBI laboratory as an administrative aid to keep track of
examinations it has performed on identity papers of deceased persons. It is
not permanently valuable.

,
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Disposable
ft.eld Office: NIA

Title of Index:
False Iaentities Program List.

Description and Use:
Consists of a listing of names of deceased individuals whose birth
certificates have been obtained after the person's death, and thus whose names
are possibly being used for false identification purposes. The l1sti~ is
maintained as part of the FBI's program to find persons using false identifies
for illegal purposes.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
ft.eld Office: Yes (31)

Recommendations and Justification:
Maintained in P.l.eldOffices as an investigative aid. Not of sufficient
research potential to warrant permanent retention.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA
ft.eldOffice': Disposable
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Title of Index:
F.alseIdentity Photo Album.

Description and Use: •
Consists of names and photos of people Who have been positively identified as
using a false identification. This is used as an investigative aid in the
FBI's investigation of false identities.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P.leld Office: Yes (2) •

Recommendations and Justification:
Maintained as an investigative aid in two Held Offices. Not of sufficient
research potential to warrant permanent retention. •Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
P.leldOffice: Disposable

•
Title of Index:
FBI Hinted Persons Index. •Description and Use:
Consists of cards on persons being sought on the basis of Iederal wan'ants
covering violations which fall under the jurisdiction of the fBI. It is used
as a ready reference to identify those fugitives.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
P.leldOffice:

•Yes
No

Recommendations and Justification:
Maintained at Headquarters to keep track of. current fugitive investigations; •
duplicates Central Rec.ords System index entries. It is only for eueeent
investigations J not cumulative. It is not of sufficient research value to
warrant permanent retention.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable •
field Office: N/A

•

•
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Title of Index:
Fbreign Counterintelligence (FeI) Assest Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of cards with identity background data on all active and inactive
operational and informational assets in the foreign counterintelligence

. field. It is used as a reference aid of the lCI Asset program.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
Held Office: No

Recommendationaand Justification:
Because it relates to an aportant aspect of the' eI' s foreign
counterintelligence prograa, this index is permanent.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
Held Office: N/A

Title of Index:
Fraud Against the GovernmentIndex.

Description and Use:
Consists of individuals who have been the subject of a "fraud against the
Goverrment" investigation. It is used as an investigative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
Held Office: Yes (1)

Recommendationsand Justification:
Maintained in one Pleld Office as an investigative aid. It does not have
sufficient research value to warrant permanent retention.

DispOSition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
Held Office: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Rlgitive Bank Robbers F.Ue. •Description and Use:
Consists of fliers on bank robbery fugitives filed sequentially in a control
file. flII Headquarters distributes to the Field Offices fliers on bank
robbers in a fugitive status for 15 or more days to facilitate their location.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Field Office:

•Yes
Yes (43)

Recommendations and Justification:
Essentially wanted posters on fugitive bank robbers. This file is too narrow
in scope and lacks sufficient research value to warrant permanent retention.

<
•

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Field Office: Disposable

•

Title of Index:
General Security Index. ,.

,

Description and Use:
Contains cards on all persons that have been the subject of a security
classification investigation by the flII field office. These cards are used
for general reference purposes. •
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
Field Office: Yes (1)

Recommendation and Justification:
An administrative aid maintained at one Reld Office to assist in background
investigations. Not of sufficient value to warrant permanent retention.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: NIA
F.leldOffice: Disposable •

•

•
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Title of Index:
HoodlumLicense Plate Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of cards with the license plates numbers and descriptive data on
knownhoodlulI8and cars observed in the vicinity of hoodlumhomes. It is used
for quick identification of such persons in the course of investigation. The
one index which is not fully retrievable is maintained ~ a resident agency.

Haintained at:
Headquarters: Ko
Field Office: Yes (3)

Recommendationsand Justification:
Haintained at three Pleld Offices as an investigative aid. It is not of
sufficient research value to warrant permanent retention.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: KIA
Field Office: Disposasble

Title of Index:
Identification Order lbgitive nier Hle.

Description and Use:
Consists of fliers filed DU1Dericallyin a control file. lilen immediate leads
have been exhausted in fugitive investigations and a crime of consideJ;able
public interest bas been committed. the fliers are given wide circulation
amonglaw enforcement agencies throughout the United States and a~ posied in
post offices. The fliers contain the fugitive's photograph. fingerprints and
description.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
Field Office: Yes (49)

Recommendations'and Justification:
Consists· of wanted posters of fugitive investigations carried out ~ the 81
since 1919. The Headquarters file should be retained as a record set; the
P.leld Office files duplicate Headquarters and are therefore disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
Field Office: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Informant Index. •

Description and Use:
Consists of cards with the name. symbol numbers. and brief background
information on the following categories of active and inactive informants. top
echelon criminal informants. security informants. criminal informants.
operational and informational assets. extremist informants (discontinued). •
plant informant--informants on and about certain military bases
(discontinued). and potential criminal informants.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Field Office:

No
Yes (59) •

Recommendations and Justification:
Each Held Office maintains an index of informants currently and previously
operated by that office. But because the informant indexes at Headquarters
duplicate these Held Office indexes and the Headquarters indexes have been
appraised as permanent. the Field Office indexes are disposable. •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
Field Office: Disposable

Title of Index:
Informants in Other Held Offces. Index of. •Description and Use:
Consists of cards with names and/or symbol numbers of informants in other FBI
Field Offices that are in a position to furnish information that may be of
value to other Held Offices. Basic background information would also be
included on the index card. •Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Field Office:

No
Yes (lS)

Recommendations and Justification:
Because the information about informants included
duplicated in the Headquarters informant indexes.
disposable.

in these indexes
these indexes

is
are •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
Field Office: Disposable •

•
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Title of Index:
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Aircraft Photo Album.
Description and Use:
Consists of photos and descriptive data on individuals Who are suspects known
to have been involved in interstate transportation of stolen aircraft. It is
used as an investigative aid.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
P.leldOffice: Yes (1)

Recommendations and Justifications:
Because it is maintained at only one Pleld Office and bas little potential
research value, this index is disposable •..
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
P.leldOffice: Disposable

Title of Index:
IRS Nlnted List.
Description and Use:
Consists of one-page fliers
information who are wanted by
identification of persons wanted

from IRS on individuals with background
IRS for tax purposes. It is used in the
by IRS.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P.leldOffice: Yes (11)

Recommendations and Justification:
Because the principal responsibility for apprehending IRS violators rests with
an agency other than the PBI and because it concerns such a narrow range of
fugitives, this list is disposable.
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
P.leldOffice: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Key Activist Program Album. •

- Description and Use:
Consists of photos mounted on pages containing descriptive data on selected
individuals advocating civil disobedience and other unlawful and disruptive
acts. It was used to intensify the investigative effort on those persons.
This index was discontinued in February 1975. •
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Field Office:

Yes
Yes (47)

Recommendations and Justification:
Given the FBI investigative effort expended
area, the Headquarters album is permanent.
Headquarters and are therefore disposable.

in the 1960s and 1970s in this
Field Office albums duplicate

•
Disposition and Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent
Field Office: Disposable •

Title of Index:
Key Extremist Program Listing.

Description and Use:
Contains a listing of selected individuals who were under investigatiop for •
extremist activities and on whom investigation was to be intensified.
Individuals included those who traveled extensively and called for civil
disobedience and unlawful or disruptive acts. It was used to intensify the
investigative effort on those persons. This index was discontinued in
f\!bruary 1975.

•Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
F.l.e1dOffice: No

Recommendations and Justification:
Given the FBI investigative effort expended during the 1960s and 1970s in this •
area, the listing is permanently valuable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
Field Office: Disposable

, . •

•
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Title of Index:
Kidnapping Book.

•

Desctiption and Use:
Cons1sts of data, filed chronolo&ically, on kidnappin&s ~bat have occurred
.ince ~he early fifties. 'l'bevicUas' UIieS and the sUlpectl, if known, would
be lilted witb a brief description of ~be circuastances surroundln& the
kidnappin& • The fUe is used as a reference aid in ..tcbiaa up prior aethods
of operation in unlolved kidnappin& cases.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
ft.eldOffice: No• Recommendations and Justification:

Used as a reference aid at Headquarters. Civen ~be limited research value of
tbis book, it 18 disposable.

• Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Pleld Office: II/A

• ( Title of Index:
Known Check Passers Album.

•
Description and Use:
Consists of photos witb descriptive data of persons known to pass stolen,
forged, or counterfeit ehecks , It is used as an investigative aid •
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Held Office:

No
Yes (4)

• Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in only four JIleldOffices. Because of the
limited use and urrow range of violators involved, tbis album is disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
Held Office: Disposable

•

•
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Title of Index:
Known Gambler Index. •Description and Use:
Consists of cards with names, descriptive data, and aometiaes photos of
indi v1duals who are known bookmakers and aamblers. The index is used in
oraanized crime and aambling investigations.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P.LeldOffice: Yes (5)

•
Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in only five P.Leld Offices. Because of the
limited use and narrow range of violators involved, this index 1& disposable. •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
Reid Office: Disposable

•
Title of Index:
La Cosa Nostra (LCN) Membership Index. •Description and Use:
Contains cards on individuals baving been identified as members of the LCN.
The cards contain personal data and pictures. The index 1& used solely by FBI
agents for assistance in investigating organized crime matters.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
field Office:

•Yes
Yes (55)

Recommendations and Justification:
The P.Leld Office indexes duplicate those in Headquarters and are thus
disposable. The Headquarters index 18 permanent as it identifies an important •
segment of criminals.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
P.LeldOffice: Disposable •

•

•
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Title of Index:
Leased Line Letter Request Index.

Description and Use:
Contains cards on individuals and organizations who are or have been the
aubject of a national aecurity electronic aurveillance ""ere a leased line
letter vas Decessary. It 18 used as an administrative and atatbtical aid.
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
PJ.el'dOffice: No ,.

Recommendaitona and Justification:
Because this index relates to only a small portion of electronic surveillance
coverage instituted by the nI, and because indexes related to the broader
coverage have been appraised as permanent, this index is disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
PJ.eld Office: N/A

Title of Index:
Hail Cover Index

Description and Use:
Consists of cards containing • record of all .. il covers conducted on
individuals and groups since about January 1973. It is used for reference in
preparing .ail cover requests.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
PJ.eld Office: No

Recommendations and Justification:
This index actually includes mail covers initiated back to about 1960. Given
the sensitivity of this investigative technique, the index il permanent.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
F.Leld Office: Disposable
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Title of Index:
Military Deserter Index

Description and Use: •
Consists of cards containing the Dames of all ailitary deserters where the
various ailitary branches have requested Ji'BIassistance in locating. It is
used as an administrative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
Pleld Office: No •

Recommendationsand Justification:
A current, Don-cumulative administrative aid to assist
supervising this character of fugitive investigations. Given
and non-cumulative character, this index is disposable.. '-

Headquarters in
the narrow scope •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Pleld Office: N/A

•
Title of Index:
National Bank Robbery Album. •Description and Use:
Consists of fliers on bank robbery suspects filed sequentially in a control
file. Nlen an identifiable bank camera photograph is available and the case
has been under investigation for 30 days without identifying the subject,
FBIHQsends a flier to the field offices to help identify the subject. •Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Pleld Office:

Yes
Yes (42)

Recommendationsand Justification:
These are vanted posters on unknown bank robbery subjects; used as an •
investigative aid. Because it involves unknownsubjects and lacks potential
research value, this album is not permanent.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Pleld Office: Disposable •

•

•
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.l
Ti tle of Index:
National Fraudulent Dlec1t Plle.

•

Description and Use:
Contains pbotoaraphs of the aianatures OIl stolen counterfeit cbecks. It Is
filed alpbabetically but tbere 18 110 vay of 1tnowina if the ....es are real or
fictitious. The index 18 used to belp solve stolen cheek cases by aatching
cbecks obtained in sucb easel aaainst tbe index to identify a possible
auspect.
Maintained at:

Headquarter.: Yes
fteld Office: No

• Recommendations and Justification:
Used by tbe el laboratory to assist in analyzina evidence. Given the narrow
uses of tbis file and lack of researcb potential, tbe file i. disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Disposable
fteld Office: N/A

·( Title of Index:
National Security Electronic Surveillance Car! lIle •.

•
Description and Use:
Contains cards recording electronic aurveillances previously authorized by the
Attorney General and previously and currently authorized by the fISC; current
and previous a.sets in tbe foreign counterintelligence field; add a
b1storlcal, inactive section which contains cards believed to record non-
consented physical entries in national security cases; previOUS toll billings,
.. il covers and leased lines. The inactive section also contains cards
reflecting previous Attorney General approvals and denials for warrantless
electronic surveillanee in tbe national security cases.• Maintained at:

Headquarters:
F1eld Office:

"

Yes
No

• Recommendations and Justification:
This file covers surveillances back to about 1941. Given tbe importance and
aensitivity of tbis investigative technique, tbe file is permanent.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent
ft.eldOffice: N/A

(

•
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Title of Index:
Night Depository Trap Index.

Description and Use:
Contains cards with the names of persons who have been involved 1n the theft
of deposits aade in bank night depository boxes. Since tbese thefts have
involved various .ethods. the FBI uses the index to .olve .uch cases by
aatching up similar aethods to identify possible suspects.

•

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
field Office: No

•
Recommendations and Justification:
Used by the FlSI laboratory in analyzing evidence submitted In a very narrow
range of bank thefts. Civen the lack ~f potential research value, this index

_is disposable.
•

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
P.LeldOffice: NIA •

Title of Index:
Organized Crime Photo Album. •
Description and Use:
Consists of photos and background information on individuals involved in
organized crime activities. The index is used as a ready reference in
identifying organiz~d crime figures within the field offices' jurisdiction. •
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
P.LeldOffice: 1es (13)

:. . i : r:

, i· .

Recommendations and Justification:
Because the Headquarters La Q)sa Nostra Membership Index is permanent. these
F.LeldOffice indexes are disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: NIA
field Office: Disposable .;' •

•

•
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Title of Index:
Photospread Identification EUminaUon Rle.

•
Description and Use:
Consists of photos of individuals who have been 8ubjects and suspects in fBI
Investigations. It also includes pbotos received from otber law enforcement
agencies. These pictures can be used to .bow witnesses of certain crimes.

Maintained at:
Headquarters :
Reld Office:

No
Yes (14)

• Recommendations and Justification:
These are essentially ''aug sbou" used in fourteen Reld Offices to assist in
identification of .ubjects of investigations. Because tbey bave .uch limited
potential researcb value, tbey are disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
P.LeldOffice: Disposable

..

•
Title of Index:
Prostitute Pboto Album.

•
Description and Use:
Consists of photos witb background data on prostitutes who bave prior local or
~eral arrests for prostitution. It is used to identify prostitutes in
connection witb investigations under tbe ~ite Slave Traffic Act.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Held Office:

No
Yes (4)

Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in only four Reld Offices. Given tbe narrow
scope of its use, it is not permanently valuable.

• Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
P.LeldOffice: Dispoable

•

•
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Title of Index:
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Nlnted Circular !lle.
Description and Use:
Consists of a control file~ of individuals with background information of
persons wanted by the RQiP; ,It 1s used to Dot1fy the RQiP if an individual is
located.

•

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P.Leld Office: Yes (17)

•
Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an administrative aid in a Darrow range of fugitive investigations.
It 1s not permanently valuable. •
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
P.LeldOffice: Disposable

t - !,.

•
Title of Index:
Security Informant Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of cards containing identity and brief background information of all
active and inactive informants furnishing information in the criminal area.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
Field Office: No •

Recommendations and Justification:
Given the importance of informants in el investigative activity. this index
is permanently valuable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
Field Office: N/A

•

•

•

•
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·( Ti tIe of Index:
Security Subjects Control Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of cards containing the na.es and case file lUmbers of Individuals
who have been .ubject to aecurity Investigations check. It 18 u.ed as a
reference aource.

• Maintained at:
Headquarters:
PJ.eld Office:

No
Yes (1)

•
Recommendations and Ju.tification:
Used as a reference aid in one Pleld Office to assist In administering
background check Investigations. It is disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
F.leldOffice: Disposable•

(
Title of Index:
Security Telephone Number Index.•

•

Description and Use:
Contains cards with telephone aubscriber Information aubpoenaed from the
telephone company In any aecurity investigation. It is .. intained numerically
by the last three digits in the telephone number. It is used for general
reference purposes in aecurity investigations.

Maintained at:
Headquarters :
PJ.eldOffice:

No
Yea (I)

• Recommendations and Justification:
Used In one field Office as a reference aid In a narrow area of electronic
aurveillance coverage. Because .. eh broader coverage of electronic
surveillance activity Is documented by aeveral Headquarters indexes Which are
permanent, this index ls diaposable.

• Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
P.leldOffice: Diaposable

•
(

•
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Title of Index:
Selective Service Violators Index.

Description and Use:
Contains cards on individuals being Bought on the basis of R=deral warrants
for violation of the Selective Service Act •.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
Field Office: No •

Recommendations and Justification:
A current. non-cumulative administrative aid used at Headquarters in
supervising a narrow range of fugitive investigations. It is disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Field Office: NIA

•

•
Title of Index:
Sky jack JUgitive Album.

Description and Use:
Contains photographs with descriptive data of fugitives wanted for
sky jacking. It is used as a reference aid in cases where the fugitive may
reenter the United States.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
Field Office:

Yes
Yes (5) •

Recommendations and Justification:
A current album used in identification of subjects of skyjack
investigations. As it involves a narrow range of fugitives and is not
cumulative. this album is disposable. •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
P.leldOffice: Disposable

•

•

•
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.l Title of Index:
Sources of Information Index

•

Description and Use:
Consists of cards on lndlviduals and oraani&atlons auch .. banks. .otds.
local aovernaents that are wllUna to furnish Inforaatlon to the f1!I with
aufficient frequency to justify listina for the benefit of all aaents. It 1s
.. intained to facilitate the use of such sources.

Maintained at:
Headquarters :
l1eld Office:

No
Yes (10) _ '. :

• Recommendations and Justification:
Used in ten Reld Offices as an investlaative aid ln ident1fyina possible
sources of information on various .ubjects. Not of sufficient research value
to warrant permanent retention.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: If/A
P.LeldOffice: Disposable

Title of Index:
Special Services Index.

•
Description and Use:
Contains cards of pro.inent lndi viduals who are ln a position to fu.rnish
assistance in connection with FBI investiaative responsibilities.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Jl1eldOffice:

No
Yes (28)

• Recommendations and Justification:
Because we have appraised as peraanent !leld Office files .in class 62 relating
to ".ources of inforaation," these .pecial indexes in the 28 neld Offices are
disposable.

• Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
P.LeldOffices: Disposable

• c·
•
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Title of Index:
Stolen Oaecks and Fraud by Wlre Index.
Description and Use: •
Consists of cards on individuals involved in check and fraud by wire
violations. It i. used as an investigative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
Field Office:

No . --
Yes (1) •

Recommendations and Justification: ,.
Used as an investigative aid in only one JIleldOffice. Of such narrow scope
as not to be permanently valuable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA
Field Office: Disposable

•

•
Title of Index:
Stop Notices Index.

Descripton and Use:
Consists of cards on names of subjects or property where the JIleldOf ice hal ~
placed a stop at another law. enforcement agency or private business such as
pawn shops in the event information comes to the attention of that agency
concerning the subject or property. This is filed numerically by
investigative classification. It is used to insure that the agency wher~ the
stop is placed is notified when the subject is apprehended or the property is
loca ted or recovered. •
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
P.leld Office: Yes (43)

Recommendations and Justification:
Used by Held Offices as an investigative and administrative aid in current
cases. J.ecause it is not cumulative and has only limited use, this index is
not permanent.

•

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: RIA
P.leld Office: Disposable •

•

•
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.( Title of Index:
Surveillance Locator Index

Description and Use:
Cons1sU of cards with bade data on individuals and businesses which have
come under phyl1cal .urveillance in the clty in which the field office is
loacted. It 1& used for leneral reference purposes In antiracketeering
1DvesUIatioIW •

• Maintained at:
Headquarters :
Field Office:

No (Federal Register listing is in error.)
Yes (2)

•
Recommendationsand Justification:
Because it is used in only two ReId Offices and involves a narrow range of
FBI investigative procedures, the index is disposable.

DispOSition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
F.leld Office: Disposable•

Title of Index:
SymboneseLiberation Army(SLA) Index.

Description and Use:
Contains cards with tixed .ubject entries .uch as individuals, weapons,
vehicles, etc., thought to have a connection with the SLA. It was used to
tabulate and retrieve data relating to SLAactivities. j• Maintained at:

Headquarters:
P.l.eld Office:

Yes ,
Yes (2)

• Recommendatonsand Justification:
Given the widespread _dia attention and extensive HI invesUgative ad1vity
involving the SLA, the Headquarters index is permanent, the PJ.eld Office
indexes are disposable.

•
!!.!position Instructions: ~<.;'

Headquarters: Permanent
P.l.eld Office: Disposable

•
(

•
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Title of Index:
Telephone Number Index--Camblers.

•Description and Use:
Contains information on persons identified usually as a re8ult of a 8ubpoena
for the names of 8ubscribers to particular telephone numbers or to11 records
for a particular phone number of area gamblers and bookmaker8. The index
cards are filed by the last three digits of the telephone number. The index
i8 used in gambling investigations. •

Maintained- at: :
Headquarters: No
F.Leld Office: Yes (2)

Recommendations and Justification:
Investigative aid used by two Held Offices in gambling cases. As this lacks
research potential,it is disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
F.Leld Office: Disposable •

Title of Index:
Telephone Subscriber and Toll Record Check. •I
Description and Use:
Contains cards with information on persons identified as the result of a
formal request or 8ubpoena to the phone company for the identit~ of
aubscr Ibe rs to particular telephone numbers. The index cards are filed by
telephone number and would also include identity of the 8ubscriber, billing
parties identity, subscribers address, date of request from the telephone
company. and file number.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters: No
neld Office: .Yes (1) •c; • t:......... .... 1 ....

Recommendations and Justification:
Used in only one Held Office as an administrative aid. It has no research
potential and is disposable. •Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
neld Office: Disposable

•

•
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• (
Title of Index:
Thieves. Couriers. and R!nces Photo Index.

Description and Use:
Consists of photos and background information on individuals who are or are
8uspected of being thieves, couriers, or fences based on their past activity
in the area of inter.tate transportation of atolen property. It is used as an
investigative aid. :

• Maintained at:
Headquarters :
P1eld Office:

Ro
Yes (4)

•
Recommendations and Justification: . r•••

Used as an investigative aid 1n four fteld Offices. Because it covers such a
narrow range of subjects, it has little potential research value and is
disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: RIA
P1eld Office: Disposable

• ( Title of Index:
Toll Record Request Index

•
Description and Use:
Contains cards on individuals and organizations on whom toll records have been
obtained in national aecurity related cases and with respect to which 8IHQ
had to prepare a request letter. It is used primarily to facilitate the
handling of repeat requests on individuals listed.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
fteld Office: Ro

Recommendations and Justification:
Use" as an administrative aid in Headquarters. If it has little potential
resfareh val~e. if is disposable.

• Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
P1eld Office: RIA

•
(

•
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Title of Index:
Top Burglar Album.

.) -

Description and Use:
Cons1sts of photos and background data of known and h.pect top burglars
involved in the area of interstate transportation of .tolen property. It is
used as an investigative aid.

•

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P.leld Office: Yes (4) •

RecolDnlendationsand Justification: '.
Used in only four Pleld Offices 88 an investigative aid. It is of limited
research value and is disposable. . __,r •
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
F.LeldOffice: Disposable

'-

•

Title of Index:
Top Echelon Criminal Informant Program (TECIP) Index. •
Description and Use:
Consists of cards containing identity and brief background information on
individuals who are either furnishing high level information in the organized
crime area or are under development to furnish such information. nte index is
used primarily to evaluate, corroborate, and coordinate informant information
and to develop prosecutive data against racket figures under lederal, State,
and local statutes.

•
Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
F.LeldOffice: No •

Recommendations and Justification: .1

A significant administrative and investigative
Headquarters. It is permanently valuable.

aid maintained in

Disposition and Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
F.LeldOffice: N/A

•

•

•
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Title of Index:
Top Ten Program File.

Description and Use:
Consists of fliers, filed numerically in a control file, on fugitives
considered by the fBI to be one of the ten most vanted. Including a fugitive
on the top ten uaually ..sures • &reater Dational neva coverage as well as
nationwide circulation of the flier.

• Maintained at:
Headquarters:
P.leldOffice:

Yes
Yes (44)

•
Recommendations and Justification:
Wanted posters for the DI's ten aost wanted fugitives dating back to 1951.
The Headquarters file should be retained permanently as a record set; because
they duplicated the Headquarters file, those in the field are disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanent
P.leld Office: Disposable

·( Title of Index:
Top Thief Program Index.

•
Description and Use:
Consists of cards of individuals who are professional burglars, robbers', or
fences dealing in items likely to be passed in interstate cOlllDlerceor who
travel interstate to commit the crime. Usually photographs and background
information would also be obtained on the index card. The index 11 used as an
investigative aid.

• Maintained at:
Headquarters:
P.leld Office:

No
Yes (27)

•
Recommendation! and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in P.LeldOffices. lecause of the Darrow range of
its coverage, it is disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: NIA
Field Office: Disposable

•
(

•
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Title of Index:
Truck Hijack Photo Album. •
Description and Use:
Contains photos and descsriptive data of individuals who are suspected truck
hijackers. It is used as an investigative aid and for displaying photos to
witnesses and/or victims to identify unknown subjects in hijacking cases. •Maintained at:

Headquarters:
PJ.eld Office:

No
Yes (4)

Recommendations and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in four Held Offices. Because of the narrow
range of its coverage. it is disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: N/A
F.leldOffice: Disposable •

Title of Index:
Truck Thief Suspect Photo Album. •
Description and Use:
Consists of photos and
are currently suspects
investigative aid.

background data on individuals previously arrested or
regarding vehicle theft. The index is used as an

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
PJ.eldOffice: Yes (1)

•
Recommendation and Justification:
Used as an investigative aid in one Held Office. Because of the narrow range •
of its coverage. it is disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
PJ.eldOffice: Disposable

•

•

•
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Traveling Criminal Photo Album.

•
Description aDd Use:
Cons1sts of photos v1th identifying data of individuab convicted of various
criminal offenles and ..y be .u.pects in -other offenses. It 1a used as an
Investisative aid.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Ro
P.leld Office: Yes (1)• RecomMendations and Justification:

Used as an investigative aid in ODe Held Office. lecause of the narrow range
of its coverage, it is disposable.

• Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: RIA
P.leldOffice: Disposable '.

·(' Title of Index:
Veterans Administration
Index.

.
(VA)/~deral Rousing Administrative Hatters (JRA)

•
Description and Use:
Consists of cards of individuals who have been .ubject of an investigation
relative to VA and RIA .. tters. It 18 used as an investigative aid. •

Maintained at:
Headquarters: No
P.leldOffice: Yes (1)

• Recommendations and Justification:
Used in one fleld Office as an aid in VA/RIA investigations. Given its narrow
.cope, this index is disposable.

•
Disposition instructions:

Headquarters: RIA
P.leldOffice: Disposable

•

•
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Title of Index:
Wanted niers FHe. •
Description and Use:
Consists of fliers, filed numerically in 8 control file. on badly wanted
fugitives, whose apprehension may be facUitated by a flier. The flier
contains the names, photograph, aliases, previous convictions, and a caution
Ilotice. •
Maintained at:

Headquarters:
PJ.eldOffice:

Yes
Yes (46) •Recommendations and Justification:

Wanted posters maintained at Headquarters and in the Pleld. This serial set
of fliers at Headquarters dates from 1934. The Headquarters file is
permanent, the field office files are duplicates.and are disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Permanent
F.leldOffice: Disposable

I, •

•I
Title of Index:
Uheeldex.

Description and Use: •
Contains the nicknames and case file numbers of organized crime members. It is
used in organized crime investigations.

Maintained at:
Headquarters:
PJ.eldOffice:

No
Yes (1) •Recommendations and Justification:

Because the Headquarters index relating to organized crime figures is
permanent, this Field Office index is .11sposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: N/A
Field Office: Disposable

•

•

•
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Title of Index:
White House Special Index.

•
Description and Use:
Contains cards on all potential 'bite Rouse appointees, ataff .embers, auests,
and .isitors that have been referred to the PSI by the Illite Rouse .ecurity
office for a records check to identify any adverse or derogatory
information. This index is used to expedite auch checks in .iev of the tight
tilDe frame usually required.

• Kaintained at:
Headquarters: Yea
Reld Office: No

•
Recommendationsand Justification:
This index is currently aealed by a court order. Upon completion of the court
case which led to its being aealed (HowardS. Abramsonv. PSI ~ al) it will
be dest royed •

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
F.leld Office: N/A

• (
Title of Index:
~tness Protection Program Index.

• Description and Use:
Contains cards on individuals who have been furnished a new identity b>' the
U.s. Justice Department because of their testimony in organized crime
trials. It 11 used primarily to notify the U.s. Karshal" a Service when
information related to the aafety of a protected witness comes to the nI'.
attention. ~~• Lt •• ' - ~... c,. . ~\~ , . . -
Kaintained at: ..

Headquarters: Yes
Reld Office: No -.-

• Recommendationsand Justification:
Relates only to those under the Nltness Protection Program about whomthe PSI
furnishes inforution to the U.s. Karshal'a Service. It is disposable.

Diaposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
P.leld Office: N/A•

(

•
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Title of Index:
National Security Electronic Surveillance Statistics P1le. •
Description and Use:
Consists of a daily statistical Bummary of Elsurs in place.

Maintained at: ~
Headquarters: Yes
Held Office: No

Recommendations and Justification:
Because this file gives only statistics on electronic surveillance and because
such statistics are available elsewhere, this file is disposable. ~

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
F.leld Office: NIA

•
Title of Index:
National Security Electronic Surveillance flle.

Description and Use:
A chronological list of individuals andlor organizations on whom a national
security electronic surveillance has been instituted since about 1940.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
F.leld Office: No

•
...

Recommendations and Justification:
Given the importance of this investigative technique, this file is permanent.

~
Disposition and Instructions:

Headquarters: Permanpnt
Held Office: NIA , -

,
• <.

•
r.

•

•
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Title of Index:
Hail Cover Statistics Index.

Description and Use:
A statistical IUllllUry of current _il coven in cd.inal, fuCit1ve, and
Dational security .atters.• Maintained at:

Headquarters: Yes
ReId OfUce: No

• Recommendations and Justification:
Because this index furnishes only statistical infonution on _11 covers and
because fuller information recardiag such covers 1s available elsewhere, this
index 11 disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Disposable
Pleld OfUce: NIA

Title of Index:
Ibreign Police COoperation Index.

•
DeSCription and Use: r •

Consists of fugitives whom loreign police agencies bave requested PBI
assistance ln apprehending.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
ReId OfUce: No

• Recommendations and Justification:
Given the limited coverage of this index which 18 uaed at Headquarters as a
current administrative aid, the index 18 disposable.

•
Disposition Instructions:

Headquarters: Disposable
ReId Office: NIA

• (

•
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Title of Index:
Gambling Case Listing.

•
•• f" ... ,.... t

Description and Use:
Consists ~f a listing of persons under investigation for sambling on which the
FBI Laboratory has provided assistance since 1969. •

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
Field Office: No

Recommendations and Justification: _ •
Used as an administrative aid in the fBI laboratory. Given the lack of
research value, this listing Is disposable.

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Field Office: N/A D ' •

•Title of Index:
Evidence Control Index. - ,

Description and Use:
Consists of cards maintained by the fBI laboratory containing names of
suspects, subjects, victi1lls,etc., in matters under exa1llinationwithin the •
last three years. The index is used to facilitate managing evidence
examinations.

Maintained at:
Headquarters: Yes
P1eld Office: No •

Recommendations and Justification:
An administrat~ve aid used by the
research value and is disposable.

FBI laboratory. It has no po.;ent1al

Disposition Instructions:
Headquarters: Disposable
Field Office: N/A

•

•

•
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• (
Title of Index:
Weatherman Photo Album.

•
Description and Use:
Consists of photos and descriptions of individuals associated with Y!atherman
activities for use as a reference aid in ~atherman investigations.

Maintained at:
Headquarters :
fteld Office:

Yes
Yes (1)

• Recommendations and Justification:
Given the extensive FBI investigative effort 1n pursuing individuals
associated with the ~athermen. The Headquarters album 1s permanently
valuable; JIle1dOffice albums, if any are extant, are disposable.

• Disposition Instruct1or~:
Headquarters: Permanent
fteld Office: Disposable (if any)

• (

•

•

•

• (
•
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Abstracts

1. Description of Records:
Abstracts are 3 x 5 foras prepared aanually for every ia portant piece of a ail. before
October 1979. The abstract provided a brief .ynopais of the docuaent and identified it
(a) by type, (b) date, (c) .aurce and/or destination (d) pre parer, in cale of outloin, items
and incoming reportl, (e) .ubject, and (f) file nuaber. The ori,ainal copy of the abstract
val filed by .aurce (i.e., ori.ginator of the docu.ent-Special Alent, SAC, Federal
a,ency or individual) or deltination, and thereunder chronolopcally, to facilitate
retrieval of records. A duplicate vas filed in e.. e and .erial nu. ber order to facilitate
processing of aail. and to provide accountability for file contents. A third set vas
prepared for foreign a aterial relating to the lureau'l Special Inte1li&ence Proara m (SIS)
during the period 1940-48.

The FBI initiated its abstracting Iyste. in the 1920s. Abstracts exist for the period
since .January 1, 1936, and co. prise 1939 cubic feet of textual records. Earlier abstracts
vere destroyed for reasons of economy and space in the .id-1950s. Abstracts were
aaintained only in Headquarters. The field never prepared abstracts. In 1976 the FBI
adopted the Automated Inco.ing Mail.Serialization (AIMS) Syste •• AIMS, an auto.ated
data processing syste., captures the date, lubject, type of co •• unication, Itatus of
case, clalsification, and source and deltination of docu. ent. It furnished virtually all of
the data provided by the abstracts vith the exception of the brief narrative su •• ary.
Iy October 1979 AIMS had de.onstrated that it was a saeUfactory replace.ent for the
abstracting system, and the FBI halted the practice except for personnel and applicant
• atters, the records for which are aaintained leparately fro. the Central Records
Syste ••

2. Reco •• endations and Justification
Abltracts contain no unique infor.ation, but they do have value al a reference tool. For
exam pIe, a relearcher unable to obtain a case file nu. ber through the General Index • ay
be able to locate the case file nu.ber by checking the abstracts of correspondence from
the Field Office handling the case. Similarly, a researcher a ay be able to loc~te a
needed document in a .assive file aore quickly through a check of the abstracts than
through a document by docu.ent review of the file. Therefore, the source-chronological
and SIS lets of abstracts, as well as the cal.-.erial set for a ulti-eectional files
deaianated for per.anent retention, Ihould be retained per.anently. The re.aining
abstracts do not have value .. a reference aid and Ihould be destroyed.

3. Disposition
a. Abstracts to the Central Records Systea (exclusive of Bureau

personnel and applicant. atters)
(1) Source-chronological let - PER MAMINT
(2) Case...erialset

(a) Multi-eection cales identified for per. anent retention-
PIRMAMINT

(b) AUother casel - DESTllO Y
(3) SIS let - Pill MAMINT

b. Abstracts to lureau personnel and applicant .atters (Class 67)-
DISTROY
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Budget Records Maintained Outside of FBI Central Records System

Budget related records maintained outside of the FBrs central records system .pan the
period 1939 to the present and comprise approximately 300 feet of materiaL In the files
accumulated between 1939 and 1979, records relating to budget formulation are
intermixed with documents pertaining to budget execution, reflecting the fact that until
1979 both budget preparation and execution were performed by a single organizational
unit of the Bureau. In 1979, however, a Budget Formulation and Presentation Unit was
established to handle budget formulation while budget execution was left to, an
Accounting and Budget Analysis Unit; each unit maintains files documenting the
execution of its mission and, therefore, records relating to budget form ulation and
budget execution are no longer intermixed. Files accumulated between 1939 and 1972
are in inactive storage in a basement storeroom adjacent to the Director's garage. These
records are arranged chronologically by year and thereunder by subject. More recent
records are 81aintained in offices of Budget and Accounting Section and its co. ponent
units. Current files are maintained in three-year blocks, which are arranged
alphabetically by subject and thereunder chronologically by year.

Records relating to budget preparation document the initial formulation of the FBrs
budget and the revisions it undergoes in the course of its review by the Depart.ent of
Justice, the Office of Management and Budget and finally, the Congress. Included are
such materials as m.emorandums prepared by component units of the FBI outlining their
progra 81s and needs for the co ming budget year; 81e 81orandu 81s that docu 81 ent high level
decisions made within the Bureau concerning budget questions; and records accumulated
in connection with 0 MB and Congressional hearings, such as copies of bills and
com mittee prints, internal FBI memos concerning the status of the FBI appropriation bill,
and, most important, copies of printed and near print submissions of a formal nature
containing FBI budget requests and related narrative explanations and justifications.
Since 1979, the Budget Formulation and Presentation Unit has used the files plan
enclosed as Attachment I-most of its records are filed under "Congressional Affairs and
Estimates," "Office of Management and Budget," and "Spring Planning Estimate .. "

Records relating to budget execution are a mass of fiscal accounting type documents,
wch as ledgers, vouchers, apportionment and reapportionment schedules, reports on the
status of obligations, reconciliations, and similar materials, which document the
allocation and disbursement of appropriated funds.

Staff of the Budget Formulation and Presentation Unit and the Accounting and Budget
Analysis Unit insist that all of the 300 feet of records they control are copies and that
the original documents can be found in the Central Records System. Examination of
records 81aintained in current files areas tends to confirm this contention, as 81ost of
these documents are photocopies. However, the older materials stored in the basement
of the Hoover Building contained a high proportion of original material, including
documents and exhibits prepared for Director Hoover in connection with his appearances
before Congressional com mittees and memorandums from component units of the FBI
prepared at the .tart of the budget cycle. It is difficult to state with certainty whether
or not copies of any or all of these older materials can be found in the Central Records
System. However, an examination of samples of those 66 and 62 case files that most
closely relate to budget matters (62-40772, House Appropriations Com mittee; 62-1&217,
Bureau of the Budget/O MB;66-18000, FBI Budget and Accounting Procedures, and two 66
6l.es on Appropriations), suggests that the older budget records in inactive storage do
contain unique docu 81ent&.

Regardless of the question of duplication in the central records syste m, there is no
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reason why records relating to budget execution need to be retained per1Danently. These
records are next to impossible to use for secondary research purposes, and, more
important, sufficient data on how agences spend funds is available in budget formulation
records. For these reasons, all agency budget execution records are scheduled for
disposal in General Records Schedules 5 and 6. FBI fiscal accounting records do not
differ significantly from the records of other agencies and, therefore, the relevant items
of the GRS should govern their disposition. The disposition instructions contained in the
GRS should apply to budget execution records maintained outside of the FBrs Central
Records Syste m and also to those -seg ments of classification 66 that pertain solely to
budget execution (i.e., 66-18147, Reconciliation of General Ledgers).

•

•
On the other hand, budget formulation records maintained outside of the Central Records
System should be retained permanently. First, as noted above, there is not complete
duplication between these records, particularly those predating 1973, and the appropriate
62 and 66 case files of the Central Records System. Second, budget preparation records
outside of the- Central Records System are more conveniently arranged for reference
purposes so that many, if not most, researchers interested in FBI budget matters should
be able to locate the inform ati.oo_they need in these files and 'will not have to plow
through the fragmented 62 and 66 ease files that pertain to budget formulation. This
would be particularly true of researchers interested in how much money the FBI

'. requested for specific programs in '8 given year orume period and the justifications they
used--researchens interested in the dyna mics 'of the budget process, such as the Bureau's
relationship with 0 MB and congressional Committees, will find interesting material in
these records, but they definitely will need to consult the relevant 62 and 66 files.- -

•

•
As noted at the outset, in records accumulated before 1979, budget formulation records
are intermixed with fiscal accounting-type documents. The FBI should cull out these

-- disposable materials before permanent budget preparation records are transferred to the
National Archives. This would eliminate material of no value and would significantly
decrease the volume-about half of the pre-1979 files consist of disposable records
relating to budget execution.

•

Draft Disposition Instructions -
Budget for mulation files: PER MANENT. Cut off files every 3 years.- 0 ffer records to
NARS in 3-year blocks 30 years after cut off.

•
Budget execution files: TE MP0 RARY. Dispose of in accordance with relevant ite ms of
General Records Schedules 5 and 6. •
Hotel: Records predating 1979 contain a mixture of permanent and temporary
records. FBI will apply the above disposition standards before offering permanent
records to If ARS.

Hote 2: Records predating 1973 are arranged chronologically by fiscal year. Permanent •
budget formulation records predating 1973 should be offered to NARS when 30 years old.

ATTACHMENT 1

Budget Accounting System and Architecture
Bureauwide Information Program
Congressional Affairs and Estimates

•
Appropriation Bills
Authorization Bills
CaU and Instructions

•
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Citations and Statutory
Authority

External Submission.
House Appropriations Matters
House Authorization Matters
House Judiciary Matters
House Perm. Intell. Matters
Misc. Info. (Calendar Year

1981)
Senate Appropriations Matters
Senate Authorization Matters
Senate Juclicary Matters
Senate Select Intell. Matters

Congressional Record Reports
DOJ Matters - Misc.
Direct Agent Work-year (D AWy) Reports
EEO Matters
FBI Financial Plan/Status
FBI Financial Profile
Federal Productivity Program
Field Office Support Personnel Allocation'
Internal Budget Process

.-

Analyses and Recom mendations
Decisions and Approvals
Instructions
Submissions

Justice Manage ment Division Analyses and Hearings
Submissions

Management-By-Objectives (MB0) Progra m
MiscellaneouS" Matter - General
National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP)
Office of Manage ment and Budget Allowance (Marks) and Appeals

Call and Instructions
Exhibits
External Submissions
Galleys
Hearings
Misc. Correspondence
M.O.D.E. Matters
Press Conference

Progra m Evaluation and Studies
Reorganization
Reprogra mmings
Resource Manage ment and Allocation
SA C Letters and Memos
Spring Planning Estim ates Call and Instructions

Analysis and Recom mendation
Hearing and Appeals
External Submissions
Misc. Correspondence
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Supplemental Appropriations
Undercover operations Matter
Weekly Attorney General Report •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•
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Automation Summary

Automated files in the Federal Bureau of Investigation appear to fall into
three categories:

1. Files facilitating "housekeeping activities."
These include files relating to personnel and financing (Division III) the
Bureau Mailing List (Office ~of Public Affairs); the AcademyServices F.Ue
(Division II); and the 1keedom of Information Privacy Act File (Division
IV). These files Day be destroyed whenagency use ceases.

2. Files facilitating "investigative activities."
These files include:

a. some automated files in Division IV, -the Records Management
Division (FACS,AIMS,BQGI)

_ . B. the automated files in Division I, the Identification Division
(AIDS,Minutiae Master file) ~.

c. the automated files in Division VII, the Laboratory Division
(CLIS, SMIRS)

d. the.· automated files in Division _VIII, the Technical Services
Division (NCIC, RUMS,NYGI)

e. some automated files in Divisions V and VI, .the Intelligence .ud
Criminal Divisioni) (OCIS, TIS, ISIS, lIS, CTN!?
With the exception of ISIS files which are special purpose finding aids and
some componentfiles of the National Crime Information Center (NCIC)which are
disposable, all other files in this .category have long term value. Their
-disposal cannot be authorized unless ordered by a court .. £·ne files of NCIC
present special problems because they are part of an on-line system controlled

. by the participating law enforcement agencies. The componentof NCIe which
appears to have the greatest research potential is the Computerized Criminal

"History File •. The·Ibreau'. policy has been to delete records from the file 80
years after the subject's date of birth. Information deleted from the on-line
system-except in cases when it has been order.ed by a court-should be
retained on tape for eventual transfer to -HARS.-.Tbe·.lICIC.files identifying
wanted or missing persons also appear to have research potential. They are
far more vulnerable to on-line deletion than the Computerized Criminal History
File. Judge Greene has authorized (see his order of Jiebruary 20, 1980) the

- deletion from the on-line system of records of located subjects. Arrangement
should be made for the periodic transfer to HARSof history tapes for the
missing persons and wanted persons file.

3. F.1lesutilired·in the compilation of criminal statistics.
This category of files includes:

a. the automated files of the Uniform Crime Reporting System nowin
the Office of Public Affairs;

b. the statistics-- files _of·. the Criminal Investigative Division
(Division VI); and

c. The Police Training Schools File in the Training -Division
(Division II).

The automated files of the Uniform Crime Reporting System are permanent.
Other statistical files containing information of long term value include the
Federa1 Statistics Pile, the Informant Information Pile, the Organized Crime
Statistics F.1le, and the lank Robbery Statistics F.1le. The remaining



•
statistical files may be destroyed.

•* * *

Division I: Identification Division
System: Automated Identification Division System (AIDS)

a. AIDS-II Computerized Criminal Name and Record F.l.le(1973-date) •
F.l.le contains arrest and personal description data on

currently-received criminal fingerprint cards relating to first-offender
arrests and subsequent criminal justice activity on previously automated
records. Disposal not Authorized.

b. Minutiae Master P.1le (1979-date) •
F.l.lecontains fingerprint characteristic data of all persons

represented in the criminal fingerprint file who were born on or after January
I, 1929. Disposal not Authorized.

N.B. on Jebruary 20, 1980, Judge Greene modified his original Court order
(issued January 10, 1980) to exclude from his preliminary injunction •
prohibiting destruction of records those fingerprint records subject to court
ordered deletion. ~

Division II: Training Division
ACE: Academy Services F.l.le(Pre-1970 to date)

file contains name and location of each FBI Academy graduate. Destroy I.
when agency use ceases.

__ PTS: Police Training Schools File (1976 to date)
file contains ~nformation about police training offered by law

enforcement agencies other than the FBI. Destroy when agency use ceases.- •Division III: Administrative Services Division
1) Personnel Information Network System (PINS)

a. PINS Master F.l.le(1973-date)
file contains basic descriptive information about FBI employees and

records of personnel actions affecting these employees. There is "One record
for each active employee. Destroy when agency use ceases. •

b. Personnel Automated Network System (PANS) Master File
file contains one record for every active personnel file folder.

Destroy when agency use ceases.

2) Other Personnel Files
a. Personnel Statistics System (STAT) (Pre 1960 to date)
b. PD.OT: Aviation Skills file (1975 to date)
c. AAS: Agent Answer Sheet File (1977 to date)
d. CFP: Career Development Program (1980 to date)
e. QTF: Quantico Training Rlcilities File (1976 to date)

Destroy when agency use ceases.

•

•
3) F.lnancial Management System

a. PAMPS: Performance Appraisal Merit Pay file

•
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b. PAY: Payroll P.Lle(1950 to date)
c. ERrS: Electronic Reservations and'Ticketing System Purchase
Order Pile

d. VOU; Accounting Voucher P.Lles(13 £1les in all)
e. AUTO: Auto Inventory Pile (1965 to date) '._..
f. WDS: R!deral Procurement Data JIlle .~
g. IND: Program Index File (1964 to date)
h. CAS: Cost Accounting Syste•. P.Lle.·-{1976to date)

F.1leincludes Time Utilization Record Keeping (Turk) data.
i. PAS: Property Accounting- System P.Lle

Destroy when agen~ use ceases.
Division IV: Records Management Division

1. R>IPA: Freedom of Information Privacy Act F.1le(1979 - date)
Destroy when agency use ceases. .=,»

2. Automated Records Management System (ARMS)
•• -,~CS: lIle Automated Control System (1977 - date)
b. AIMS:' Automation of Incoming Mail Serialization (1977 - date)
c. HQGI: Headquarters General Index-(l980 - date) .

Disposal not Authorized.
Division V:

1. Intelligence Information System (lIS)
Disposal not Authorized.

2. C'l'N F: Computerized Telephone Number P.Lle,Intelligence
Destroy when agency use ceases.

Division VI:
1.. Information

a. Organized Crime Information System (OCIS) (1980 to date)
The system includes 40 aeparate files containing
information about organized crime ,flgures. The fiL&~on
personal data includes 24,000 ~ords (one
record/per-organized crime figure). Disposal not Authorized.

b. Terrorist Information System (TIS)
Disposal not Authorized.

c. Investigative Support Information System (ISIS) --
The system includes flIes developed as-finding aids to

. records created in the course of invesigating major
Bureau cases.. The files generally consist of one
record per "see reference" thought to be important to
the solution of the ~ae. Destroy when agency use ceases.

.-rhese cases are not limited to DJmbered 1Major Cases and include (as examples)
an extortion attempt involving 200 U.S. cities, a land fraud case originating
in Phoenix, the Hearst kidnapping and the bombing at New York's La Guardia
airport.
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d. CTN F: Computerized Telephone Number Pile, Organized Crime
and Gambling
Destroy when agency use ceases.

2. Statistics
a. FED: Federal Statistics Pile (pre-1970 to date)

File contains information on the disposition of Bureau cases
(arrests, convictions, sentences, court settlements). Permanent.

b. IN F: Informant Information (April 1965 to date)
File contains data which relates investigative

accomplishments to the utilization of informants. Permanent.
c. MAR: Monthly Administrative Reports (pre-1970 to date)

File contains information on number of cases received,
pending, and closed. Destroy'when agency use ceases.

d. NAR: Narcotics Matters (pre-1970 to date)
File contains information on arrests and recoveries relating

to narcotics offenses at the Federal, State and local level. Destroy when
agency use ceases.

e. ORC: Organized Crime Statistics (pre-1970 to date)
File contains indictment, prosecution, and conviction

information relating to organized crime figures who .are subjects of lbreau
cases. Permanent.

f. PRO: Procheck System - -
File contains brief descriptive data about stolen money

orders and travelers checks. Destroy when agency use ceases.
g. BFR: Bank Fraud Statistics

File contains information about duration of investigation and
amount of loss in bank fraud cases. Destroy when agency use ceases.

h. BRU: Bank Robbery Statistics
Master File contains information relating to bank robberies

occurring in the areas covered by FBI Field Offices. Information includes
types of security utilized, race and sex of subject, value of cash taken and
recovered, related injuries, time .of violation, population .of location of
violation, involvement of narcotics, And interstate aspects. Permanent.

i. Gambling Information' (pre-1970) - .- -'
File contains information on numbers of raids, ar-rests ,

convictions, and money or paraphernalia seized relating to gambling
violations. Destroy when agency use ceases.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•Division VII: Laboratory
1. CLIS: Criminal Laboratory Information System

File consists -of information relating to the 1IIake, model, and
ballistics characteristics of~eapons. Destroy when agency use ceases.

2. SMIRS: Scientific Management Information Retrieval System (1979 to
date) •

file contains descriptive information about evidence submitted to
the Bureau's-laboratory for analysis. Disposal not Authorized.

3. Art Pile
File contains descriptive information on stolen art objects.

Destroy when agency use ceases.
4. Bank Robbery Note Pile •

Destroy when agency use ceases.

•
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Division VIII: Technical Services D1vis~on
National Crime Information Center (NCIC)*

a. Stolen Vehicle HIe ' .
P.Llecontains identifying information on all stolen vehicles

reported, to RCIC by an originating local law enforcement agency (ORI).
Destroy when agency use ceases.

b. Stolen License Plate P1le
File .contai~s .identifying information·.QQ all stolen license

plates reported to NCICby an ORI. Destro, when agency use ceases.
c. Stolen/Missing Gun HIe >'

Destroy when agency use ceases
d. Stolen Article file

Destroy when agency use ceases
e. WantedPerson File

File contains - descriptive informaU,on - (including, date .-of
birth, height, weight, race, ~ex, alias, vehicle) about persons for whomthere
is an outstanding ~deral warrant or a felony or serious misdemeanorwarrant,
including p-rebation and parole violators reported to NCIC by OR!. Disposal
not Authorized.,' Transfer all except court ordered deletions to .,.' history
file. , .

f. Missing Person HIe
File contains descriptive _information (see Wmted Person

File) about missing persona thooght to. be in danger and missing -juveniles
reported to NCIC by ORI. .Disposal 'tIot·T-Authorized. Transfer deletions to a
history file.

g. Securities HIe
Destro, when agency use ceases.

h. Boat file
Destroy when agency use ceases.

i. Computerized Criminal Distory File
Each record in the Computerized Criminal History File

represents a complete criminal history for offenders arrested by Federal law
enforcement agencies ,since January I, 1970. The file also includes offender
records entered by 8: states participating in the program. The record consists
of an Identificatoin Segment, and -an Arrest Segment for each arrest cycle,
associated with a given offender. Permanent. Transfer all except court
ordered deletions to a history file.

2. Field Office Information ManagementSysteJll (lOUiS)
a. NYGI:NewYork General Index
b. Serial SummaryFile (Richmondonly)
c. Exhibits HIe (Richmondonly)
d. Index file (Richmond)
e. Vehicle HIe (Richmond)

Disposal not Authorized.

Office of Congressional and Public Affairs
1. JQreau Mailing List

Destroy when agency use ceases.

, .'

* N.B. Judge Greene's modified order dated 2/20/1980 authorizes destruction
,",,,within the following files: WantedPersons, Stolen Articles and Computerized

Cri~nal History.
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2. Uniform Crime Reporting System (UCR)

a. Return A File (l960-date)
Recorded information includes IIlmbers of 1IIlrdersand cases of •

man-slaughter, rapes, robberies, assaults, burglaries, larcenies, and motor-
vehicle thefts reported by 1500 state and local law enforcement agencies.
Permanent. -w-

b. Supplement to Return A File (1960-date)
File contains details (time of day, value of stolen property)

of offenses recorded on Return A File. Permanent.
c. Age, Sex, Race and Ethnic Origin file (l960-date)

Permanent.
d. Monthly Police Employee File (1960-date )

File tallies assaults on non-Federal law enforcement officers
by circumstance (response to disturbance call, etc.), by type of weapon
involved by assignment, and by time of day. Permanent.

e. Supplementary Homicide Report File (?-date)
file includes one SO-character record for every homicide

victim reported by a state or local law enforcement agency. Recorded
information includes: age, race, ethnic origin and sex of victim and
perpetrator, weapon involved, relationship between victim and perpetrator, and
circumstances of homicide. Permanent.

f. Arson File (l9So-date) --
File includes one record for

by a state or -local law enforcement agency.
type of structure involved, dollar amount of
Permanent.

•

•

•
each incidence of arson reported

Recorded information includes:
damage, and age of perpetrator.

All other automated files: Disposal not Authorized.

•

•

•

•

•
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Non-Textual Records

Non-textual records are maintained by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
five different contexts: 1) as exhibits connected with case files in the
Central . Records System; 2) in the Laboratory Division as reference
collections; 3) in the Technical Services Division as backup material; 4) in
the Training Division as educational material, and 5) in the Office of
Congressional and Public Affairs as reference materials. Some non-textual
records in all contexts remain from the Bureau's early years. In developing a
retention rationale for these records, it is important to keep in mind the
following considerations.

1. Non-Textual Records in the Central Records System
a. Exhibits connected with investigative-type case files can range from

still pictures to audio and video tapes. Most photographs are maintained with
the case file. Tapes, on the other hand, are most likely maintained as
"bulkies." In either case the value of the non-textual record seems
inextricably linked to the value of the case file.

b. Exhibits connected with administrative-type case files in the
Central Records Systems may also include non-textual materials. A case in
point is file number 66-3020, '~fficial Charts and Photographs," which
includes as bulkie exhibits large envelopes full of photographs of Bureau
personnel at work and play. Collections like these would seem to have value
independent of the value of the case files they supplement. There is,
unfortunately, no easy way to identify those administrative case files which
may be supplemented by valuable collections of photographs.

2. Non-Textual Records in the Laboratory
As an aid to the examinations it conducts the Bureau's Laboratory maintains a
whole series of "reference collections." These range from three dimensional
objects such as guns, ammunition, and typewriters to photographs of fraudulent
checks and bank robbery notes submitted for Laboratory analysis. The Jbreau
has long-term operational interest in maintaining these materials. Should
Bureau interest cease, it seems likely that an evidential sample of
photographs should be retained along with the Classification 80 case file
which documents the development and utilization of the reference collection.

3. Non-Textual Records in the Technical Services Division
The Signal Analysis Unit within the Technical Services Division receives for
proceas tng a variety of audio tapes both from Bureau Field Offices and local
law enforcement agencies. The original tapes are "enhanced" by the Unit; two
copies are made; one copy and the Original tape are returned to the source;
one enhanced copy is retained by the Signal Analysis Unit as "insurance"
against loss. The enhancement process isolates and amplifies sounds of
interest. About 65% of the tapes currently retained by the Signal Analysis
Unit were submitted in connection with FBI cases; the remainder were submitted
by local law enforcement agencies. The record status of this collection is
dubious. Presumably, the original and enhanced copy returned to the Fi~ld
Offices should be considered the record copies of FBI-obtained tapes. It is
doubtful that tapes submitted by local law enforcement agencies can be
considered FBI records. All "back up" tapes in the Signal Analysis Unit may
be destroyed when no longer needed.



•
4. Non-Textual Records in the Training Division

a. In a report prepared in 1978, the Instructional Technology Services
Academic Section of the Bureau's Training Division described 147 cubic feet of
audiovisual materials maintained by the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia.
The materials include slides, films, videotapes and audio cassettes developed
by or for the Bureau for use in its "in service" training, local law
enforcement training, and the crime resistence program. In the Bureau's own
judgment, "the vast preponderance" of its audiovisual materials "are probably
of no historical/archival value." Examples of exceptions to this assessment
identified by the Bureau are 1) a 25-minute video tape of the Administration
of the Oath of Office to WUliam H. W!bster as Director of the FBI and 2) a
60-minute videotapes of the Dedication Ceremonies of the J. Edgar Hoover
Building.

•

•

That the Bureau has, for a number of years, viewed its f11ms as disposable
non-record materials is evident from the 195ZManuai of Operations which lists
f11ms held by ReId Offices as one of the types of materials which may be
destroyed one year after creation. All audio-visual materials in the Training
Division should be offered to NARSwhen Bureau use ceases.

•

b. The Bureau Library at Quantico retains a small amount of non-textual
material which has been preserved as ''memorabilia'' of the Hoover era. Most
notable among this is an album of photos of Nazi saboteurs ,which should be
offered to NARS. Disposable items include plaques and citations awarded to
Hoover as FBI Director.

•

5. Non-Textual Records in the Office of CongreSSional and Public Affairs
The Media Services Unit of the Office of Congressional and Public Affairs
retains photographs and audio and video tapes for use in disseminating
information about the FBI. The unit maintains two collections of
photographs: 1) lrundreds of ''historical'' or "this-is-your-FBI-type" photos
and 2) hundreds of official or "meet-the-Director-type" photos. Retained
audio tapes number around 200 and consist of recordings of interest to or
about the FBI. The tapes include recordings of speeches delivered by Hoover
and his successors as well as recordings of the 5-minute radio program
II FBI/Washington. II The Unit retains 105 video tapes dating from the early
seventies. Subjects include the day's activity of a 'typical agent,
appearance of the Director, and the annual memorial service sponsored by the
Bureau. All audio-visual materials in the Office of Congressional and Public
Affairs should be offered to NABSwhen agency use ceases.

•

•

•
(The Media Services Unit is also the custodian of over 100 boxes of Hoover
memorabilia "bequeathed to the Bureau by the Tolson estate." The material is
awaiting processing. Its record status is uncertain.) •

•

•
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Appendix B

• Instructions for Filling Out

the

Data Collection Sheet
•

•

• (

•

•

•

•

•
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• 1-1
1 and 2. APpraiser and date. Enter the inittals of your ftrst and last name

in the blanks. Enter the date (monthand day) on which you examtne:fthe ffle

• (e.g •• IIIrch 1 • 0301)•.'

•
J. Classification - Case Number- Alpha. Enter the classification and Clse

IMIIIberfor the fne originally identified tn the sa..,le for eXlllination: e.g.,

007-015243(an entry .,st be _de in each of the blank spaces provided). -A"ha-

refers to an .'pha designator used at field offices since 1977 to identify cases

recehing priority attention. Enter the designator if the ffle has an alpha

desig"ator on its cover. Otherwise, leave the space blank.
•

4. File disposition. This refers to the disposition of the file originally

identified in the s~le for eXlllfnatfon.:·lf th~ ftle is available for examina-

tion under this number, check the box design~ted -extant.- If the file has been

destroyed, reclassifted, or renumberedwithin a class check the appropriate box
• and provide a substitute case JUi)er under the next entry of the worksheet. In

•

sameinstances whena ftle _y be combfnedinto another case ffle, _rk -other-

and follow the procedures in 5 for a substitute file number.•
5. Substitute case nunber. If the original ftle identified in the sample for

~amfnation is not available or appropriate for inspection, the .r.etrfever should

• .,ve up to the next fne if the fne n..mer is odd and clown if the case fne

n\lllber is even and locate the next case fne that is both al'anable and rppro-

priate for inspection. Enter the case nud>er and alpha designator for this

ftle 1n ~e spaces provided.•
I. FUe size. Checkthe box appropriate for the size of the ftle. If the

• j .

fne involves .,re than 10 sections specify the n_er comprising the ftle.•

•
...
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Do not attempt to estimlte the file size of a microfilmed file.

•

•7. Ft1.~status. Check one box to indicate whether the fne is .. tntltned in
the central file. the secure lrea (i.e •• the special ftle room). o~ tn lIicl"O-
fol"lll.Check a box to indicate pending or closed status of the case. The
appraiser usually can detenmfne the status of the case by reviewtn~ the latest
report from the office of origin. A report concluding with a -(P)" indicates
that the case is pending, while one concluding with a -(C)" indicates that the •
case is closed. If file status is unclear mike no mark and the default fs
unknown.

8. File type. File type can be headquarters. field office. or legal (legal
attache). Use an alpha code to designate either the Field Office or Legal
"intaining the file examined. (Note that a 3 character code fs penmitted to

accomodate the Legats and the Washington Field Office. Right justify the
code.) Each Field Office file or ~egat File should be identified as -office
of origin, - -auxl1tary offfce, - or -resident agency" (does not apply to legat)
ffle. For files originating in Headquarters, check -headquarters· and ·office
of origin.·

•

•

•

•

9. Origin (do not complete this section for headquarters files originating at •
headquarters and examined there or for ·office of origin- files examined in the
ffeld). Identify the office of origin for case fn terms of the alpha code and
enter the classification and case number assigned to the matter by ~e office
of ortgin. Note that the office of origin may be a legal attache.

10. Auxiliary informition. On the ba~is of documentati~n in the ffle, spectfy
the number of luxiliary offices involved in the conduct of the case. Identify

•

•

•
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a~ file classificltions referenced in the file not elsewhere entered on the
fora ••
11. Serial data. Enter the dates of preparation of the first and list serials
i" the file in numerical flshion (e.g., March " 1981 • 03 01 81). and the num-• .
ber of the highest nllnbered serial In the file. NoM the order has· been chan~d.

•
12. Documents present In file. The rlttonale for this section Is to disting-
uish between Headquarters and Field Office clse files. Consequently. a narrow
definltlon Is employed In each cltegory. Furthermore. these cltegorles pres&lne
that certaip activities are stlndard operlting procedure (e.g., fnterviewing
witnesses or interrogating subjects and writing a report). Mlrk "Physical Evi-
dencew only if the file contains In original piece of physical evidence (an
origina' ransom note. a lock of hair. I bad check) or if the file contains
~terial marked "evid!nce" by the F81. Mark "Affidavits/Depositions" only if
1n fact they Ire 1n the file. A copy with I notation the original has been
signed is Icceptable. Extracts and short quotes Ire excluded fram this category •
In marking "Notes of Interviews· • very narrow definition should be followed.
Specifically this .eans ~irst drift working notes or unedited trlnscripts of
interrogations. Note thlt "Infonnant Information· has been II10vedto 13 ·Infor-
..tion Origins" and the last Cltegory now reads "Security Classified Document."
Mirk "Items Missing" only if serills (or portions thereof) Ire not Iccounted
for. Do not use one of the cltegories tn this section to note the presence of
• IUllftlryreport. It is assllned that inclusion of some sort of sumnary report
ts routine prlctice.

•

•

•

•

•

• 13. Infonnation origins. The 1ntent of this section is to capture the sources
of infonmation Icquired or employed during the course of In investigation •

•
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·Unsolicited correspondence- cln mean telephonic communications. Note that ~e
have added to ·Information origins· the following new items -- -electronic Sur.
vefllance,· -~tl intercepts,· and ·Other Sensitive Info~tion.- ~Other Sen.
sitive InfonmationM is defined as non-routine information derived from a human.

•

source employing non-routine procedures which require the protection of confi_
dentiality. This includes surreptitious entry to remove, copy, or photograp~
.. terial or to place a.wire tap. -Electronic surveillance- includes wire taps,
body recorders, tracers, and beepers. -Mail interceptft refers to a Federal
agenc)'s opening and copying of first class mail. The FBI could be the recipient
of such fnf~nmation from another agency. Disregard the earlier instruction

•

•

•about -without benefit of a warrant.-

14. Sens'tive Information Present. has been changed to MSensitive Infonmation
Maskedft and referS only to material we are .not now permitted to see. Hote there.
are only four categories and the last one is simply MTitle III.M

15. Documents ffled separately. Check the ippropriate boxes for ~terial main- •tained separately from the case file'. -EnclOsures beMnd fileM refers to
enclosures ~intained in separate, specialized sections of the file. -Bulkies·
refers to oversized enclosures ~intained apart from the file. ·'June' mail" •refers to documents of such sensitivity as to warrant their maintenance in a
secure lrea apart from the file. The case file itself will contain references
indicating the presence of .aterial relating-to the case but filed separately ••
-.June MaU- by definition ~ans -current- atertal s1nce man retumed from the
Spectal File Room has no spe: ., IIIrking to indicate that at one time it was
-June Ma11.- •

•
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16. file processino history. Check the Ippropriate boxes relating to the
processing of the fi le or docunents 1n the fi Ie. References on the Itle cover
win indiclte whether the ftle was subject to freedom of, Info ....ti. Act (fOAl).
processing or Privacy Act expungement. References on individual documents will
indiclte whether items in the fi1~ were copied for use by I congressional comnit-• , .
tee or disseminated to the Justice Department to another agency (Federal. Stlte.
or local). to the White House. or to a foreign governnent. A field office

• -historical" ftle is I file u1ntained beyond its established retention period
becauSe of its continuing value for -Idministrative" purposes. Note that another
item has be~n added that covers dissemination to the U. S. Attorney. In general

• the rationale for 16 is to identify patterns of dissemination that Illy be asso-
ciated with certain classifications. The obvious exception to this is I field
Office -Historical- file."

•

•

17. Case Processing HistorY. The first three items have been dropped since the
same information is collected under 125. A case "affected by court proceedings"
is one in which a court has issued an order (i.e., a "stay") halting further
investigation. The file ~ll contain a copy of the order. A case identified as
a -Bureau special" or -.ajor case" is one designated IS such by the fBI in its
cIoc&lllentationon the conduct of the investigation. "Results not known" Deans
the investigation stops Ibruptly for no apparent reason.•
11. Briefly state the specific allegation relating to securit~ •

•
11. file Subject. As a general rule .. rk only one block. In some cases the
classtfic~tion (100-1 CPUsA) will indiclte which block to check. The file title

• ttself -.y indicate in some instances the Bureau emphasis of the investigation.

i•
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Where none of the above approaches works, select the b~ock that best reveals Why

the investigation was initiated. For example, was an investigation begun beclu
. St

of individual activity or institutiona' .ffi'itltion?

e

20. Biographica' details present. Check as many boxes as apply. Check the box
~rked ·public official- only if the subject of the file was elected or apPOinted
to public office in a position of responsibility. Check the box -.arked ·public

efigure- if the subject of the file is an individual who voluntarily sought public

•

~cognition (including writers, actors, private citizens well-known from partie1.
pation in national events and debates; eg.g, Linus Pauling, Alice Paul); or In
individual who is genera"Y known and talked of, well or widely known, the sub-
ject of widespread publicity, or a person of common knowledge (John l. lewis,
David Greenglass), either at the time of the investigation or subsequent thereto.
Check the remai~ing categories only to indicate the presence of this type of
infonnati on. It is not necessary to record which sex, what education, whether
employed, etc.

•

•

•
21. Degree of individual participation. Check only one box.

-;

22. Alleged Issociation. If the file relates to I domestic individual or group
e

that is not Illeged to be under foreign influence or engaging in criminal leti-
vities (e.g., overthrow of the government, criminal conspirlcy), check the box
~rked ·other· and specify the associltion, if any. Do not duplicate categories •in 24.

23. :'ravlty of Activities/Event. Check the box marked ·Major- if the,event
received widespread publicity at ~e time or It some subsequent time or 1f the
activities ulti~tel1 resulted in a ~jor response by the government (early

•

•



...

•
1-7

civil rights .etlvities, elrly .ntl-war .ctlvitles).

•
'4. Type of Organization. Qeek the ~x IIIrted ·HIUonal· tft collllln one If the

•

.
file Is on • natlon.' orglniz.tlon or on • local .n. of • natIonal organlzltion

(e., •• locil chapter o~ NAACP,50S, lOW). Check only one box in colalnn two

indicating the primary purpose of the organizaUon. Check the box IIIrked -Dis-

sident- If the organiZltlon hiS .S Its prl .. ry purpose the explicit disagreement

~th established government poli~ (It the Jocal, state, or Federll level). This

would Include, for example, dr.ft resistance •• ntl-nuclear .nd peace organfzatlons;

It WDuldnot Include anarchist groups. Check the box marked ·Polltlcal· If the

orglniz.tion has .s Its prl .. ry purpose the participation In the fOnlal political

process (e.g., Socialists Workers '.rty,Amerlcan Hazi '.r~).

•

•

•
25. Initiation-Development-Results of Case Origin. Check the box thlt specifies

the pOint of contact wfth the FBI. If the point of contact was the White House,
-

the Congress, or the Federal Judiciary. so specify fn ·other.·

•

Results. Check one box In part I to Indiclte whether the case has been referred

to Inother Feder.l 1gency,· • ·state or locil .gency,- referred to • U.S•

• ttorney·, or ·referred to the Justice Deparbnent.· Check the box .. ned ·referred

to FBI Headquarters· should be used only In the ffeld. If none of the above

referr.ls was tlken place, check the box .. rked ·no Iction.· If Infol"lDltfon In

the ffle .11ows you to do so, check the box In part b which Indicates the final

.cUon tlken In the Clse.

•

•
H. 'Millry 'Ilue of FIle. It h .greed that"Admlnfstr.tfve Purposes· need

.ot .. checked sInce 111 Fli case files by definition hive residual wilue for

• this purpose. The potentlll legal rights block should be checked If the clse

•



•
-file indicates: (1) deprivation of freedom of movement by being detained,
,

charged, or arrested; (2) deprivation of property (even with a search warrant), ..
(3) deprivation of property when nothing in the case ftles can account for its
presence; and (4) collection and dissemination of derogator.y infonmation. This~

applies even when prosecution occurs in a stlte court. It 1s not necessary to 4t
.ark 27 if only -Potential legal Rights- is checked in 26. Vou cannot ~heck'
both -evidential value" and -historical/informational value" as the primary
.alue of the file. Select the one that captures the essence of the clse file. •
Admittedly, evidential and historlcal/infonmational value are not mutually ex-
clusive. Nevertheless, use your best judgment and select only one. Of course,

, .
1f the case file has no research potential, then simply leave "evidential" and
historical/informational" value blocks blank.

•

27. Research Potential of File. Use the criteria developed by the special
work group and subsequently refined to mark the appropriate box. If the file's
potential is considered high, medlum or low complete the sections on research
potential interest and overall assesswent.

•

•
28. Research Potential' Interest. Check as many as three categories that apply.
It 15 not necessar,y to check that ~ny. In most instances only one category
.ay suffice.

..

29. Overall Assessment. In general, this section should be checked only if
primer,y value is either evidential or historical/info~tional. However, the •
fifth item should be checked whenever it applies (whether or not the primary
yalue of the ftle is evidential or historlcal/lnfo~ational) has been ~vfsed
(for legal reasons) and now reads -The file reflects the use of -t~traordinary· •

•



•

• invp.stigatfve techniques. I~cluded IS ·extraordinary· investigative techniques
would be the following: ·do not file" materill; Iny fo~ of electronic surveil-

.'

lance; Nil intercepts; pretext interviews i leaks to ineQ)ers of Congress or to
the news media; disruptive counterintelligence act1~ities •

•
30. Briefly stlte the specific violation on the line provided.

•
31. Subject of Case File. (Criminal). Check either ·Notorious perpetrator-,
·unknown subject", or ·public official", or check none of the three. A "noto-
rious perpetrator" is an individual who is generally known and talked of. well
or widely k~own, the subject of widespread publicity, or a part of common know-
ledge, either at the time of the investigation or subsequent thereto. Check
·unknown subject" only when the subject Uf the case is unidentifiedj t.e.,
anonymous. A ·public officia\" is anyone who holds a Federal, state, or local
office. Check the box mlrked ·more than one person" if more than one person
was involved in the crime under investigation. Do not attempt to record the
number of persons involved. Check the box marked ·Organized crime involved- if
the file indicates a connection with organized crime. Check the box marked
·Notorious crime" 1f the crime under investigation is generally known and talked
of, well or widely known, the subject of widespread publicity, or a part of
common knowledge, either at the time of the investigation or subsequent th~reto.
Check the box marked ·Institution/organization" if the crime under investigation
was alleged to have been committed by In institution or organization (e.g., a
universi~ depriving an individual civil rights).

•

•

•

•

•

•
32. Position for which considered/position held. Check boxes which apply. The
box marked "Executive, Congressional, Judicial" should b! checked if the Ippli-
clnt being investigated is being considered for In executive position within the

•
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•executive branch. a congressional position. Dr a judicial position. limited
background investigations were conducted for -non-professionals· involved in
the construction and ~intenance of ArC facilities. •
33. Derogatory infonmation present. Check this box if derogato~ infonmation
about an applicant has been included in a summary document in the file. •
34. State the specific subject of the administrative file.

35. Administrative file content. Check as many boxes as apply. This section
complements File Content sections on the face of the data sheet. •
36. Origin of File. Check the box which applies.

•37. Disposition of File. Check the box which applies.

•

•

•

•

•
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leshington JIleld Office

•

• All .embers of the ta.k force examined ease filea tn the atshington Field
Office between June 8 and 19. 1981. The examination of case filea In
~lIhington continued on an intermittent basis through July 27. 1981.
Altogether 2452 cases vere reviewed in 157 clasaifications in the s~atistieal
sample. ntis vas supplemented by 111 extra. (case files selected from the
period of extensive destruction). and 37 specials (comparisons of the
Headquarters and F.1eldOffice ease files for the same investigation).• During the time spent in the 18shington Held Office, team members examined
classifications 62 and 66, and the 0 file for S6 classifications, and
electronic surveillance indices and tapes.

•

•
NewYork Held Office

•
A team of ten task force members examined case fUes in the NewYork F.1eld
Office between June 22 and July 2, 1981. 1be team consisted of ldward
Barrese, Greg Bradsher, George Chalou, Susan lalb, Gerald Baines, Donald
larrison, Ethel Bedlin, Jerome Nashorn, Timothy Nenninger, and Trudy
Peterson. nte project director and d~puty director were also in the NewYork
Pield Office. Prior to the arrival of the team, Charles Dollar aurveyed the
extant case files in each classification and recomputed the samples when
necessary. Dollar, Chalou, and Harrison supervised the eI selection and
review of case files on June 18 and 19, 1981. All team members supervised
this selection and review after June 22. 1981.

•
Altogether 2804 cases were reviewed in 150 classifications in the statistical
sample. This was supplemented h1 131 extras and 31 specials.• During the visit, team lIembers examined the Special Agent in Charge's safe,
the index to the Central Records System, special indices, classifications 62
and 66, the lIachine-readable racketeer profUe, numerous 0 and 00 files, and
electronic surveillance indices and tapes.

•

•

•
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Dallas Beld

A team of five task force members examined case files in the Dallas neld
Office. June 24 to 29. 1981. The team consisted of Bruce Ambacher. Sharon •
Cibbs, ~chael Coldman, Michael McReynolds, and Benry ~lfinger. The project
director vas also in the Dallas Beld Office. Prior to the team'. ~isit.
Bruce Ambacher aurveyed the extant case files in each classification and
recomputed the sample Whennecessary. O'Neill and Gibbs aupervised the FBI's
selection and reviev of case files on June 23, 1981. All team members
aupervised this selection and review after June 24, 1981. •

Altogether 839 cases were reviewed in 30 classifications in the statistical
sample. In addition 13 specials were examined.

During the visit, team members examined the Special Agent in Charge's Safe,
the index to the Central Records System, all special indices as reported in
the Federal Register, the exhibits room, and the neld Office's holdings
relating to the Kennedy assassination.

O'Neill and Ambacher, accompanied by TomDudneyof the lEI, visited the R>rt
~rth Resident Agency to tour the facilities, examine i~s records holdings
practices, and discuss procedures with ~rious special agents.

•

•

•
Chicago Beld

A team of five task force members examined case files in the Chicago neld
Office, July 6 to 14, 1981. The team consisted of Bruce Ambacher, Sharon
Gibbs, Michael Goldman, Michael McReynolds, and Benry ~lfinger. The project
director was also in the Chicago Field Office. Prior to the team's visit,
Bruce Ambachersurveyed the extant case files in the records holding area in
each classifiea_tion and recomputed the sample when necessary. Ambaeherand
O'Neill supervised the lEI's selection and review of case files on July 6,
1981. All team members supervised this selection and review after July 7,
1981. .

Altogether 1305 cases were reviewed in 44 classifications in the statistical
.ample. In addition 19 specials were examined.

During the visit, team members examined the Special Agent in Charge's safe,
the index to the Central Records System, all special indices as reported in
the lederal Register, and classifications 62, 66, and 80.

•

•

•

•

•
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~08 Angeles fIeld Office

A team of ten ta.k force .embers examined case filea In the Los Angeles F.leld
Office, .July 20 to 30, 1981. The team consisted of Jruce Ambacher, Greg•Iradsher, George Chalou, Susan hlb, Sharon Gibbs, Gerald Raines, Donald
Barr1aon, Ethel Redlin, Michael McReynolds, and nmothy Renninger. The
project director and deputy director "Were alBo In the Los Angeles F.leld
Office. Prior to the arrival of the team, Charles Dollar aurveyed the extant
case files In each classification and recomputed the samples when necessary.
Dollar and Jten Iol6man of the RAltS ~deral Archives and Records Center In
Laguna Wiguel supervised the PBI'a selection and review of case files on .July
16 and 17, 1981. All team members aupervised this selection and review after
.July 20, 1981.
Altogether 2101 cases were reviewed In 139 classifications In the statistical
.ample. This was supplemented ~ 199 extras and 48 specials.

During the visit, team members examined the Special Agent In Charge'. safe,
all Ipecial indices as reported In the federal Register, the extant Personal
and Confidential fUes, the bulky exhibits, numerous 0, 00, and "control
files," classification 62, and the F.leld Office's holdings relating to
.Japanese Americans and Japanese In the U.S. during ~rld ~r II.

Hiami fIeld Office

A team of four task force .embers examined case files In the Miam! F.leld
Office, .July 21 to 29, 1981. The team consisted of Edward Barrese, Michael
Goldman, Trudy Peterson, and Henry ~lfinger. The project director and deputy
director were also In the Miami neld Office. Prior to the arrival of the
team, Trudy Peterson surveyed the extant case files In each classification and
recomputed the samples when necessary. Goldman and O'Neill from the task
force nnd Tom Hudson of the WARSfederal Archives and Records Center In
Atlanta lupervised the fBI's selection and review of case files on July 19-20,
1981. All team Dember. 8upervised this selection and review after July 21,
1981.

Altogether 669 cases were reviewed In 36 classifications in the statistical
.ample. This was 8upplemented by 70 extras and 20 specials.

During the visit, team IDemberaexamined the Special Agent In Charge'8 safe,
classiUcation 62 and 66, the electronic surveUlance index and tapes, an' \
indices as reported in the ~deral Resister, and confidential indices.



Atlanta P.leld Office
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A team of four task force members examined case files in the Atlanta PJ.eld
Office, August 3 to 6, 1981. 1be team consisted of Edward Barrese, !the I
Sedlin, Jerome Nashorn, and Trudy Peterson. Prior to the arrival of the team,
Trudy Peterson surveyed the extant case files In each classification and
recomputed the samples when necessary. Peterson and Cayle Peters of the NARS
Jederal Archives and Records Center in Atlanta supervised the FBI's selection •
and review of case files on August 1 and 2, 1981. All team members supervised
this selection and review after August 3, 1981.

Altogether 370 cases were reviewed in 26 classifications in the statistical
sample. This was supplemented ~ 18 extras and 30 specials. •During the visit, team members examined the Special Agent in Charge's safe,
all indices as reported in the ~deral Register, and classifications 62 and
66.

•

•

•

•
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Consultants

The National Archives and Records Service Task Force on FBI Records is
composed of archivists who have had both research and appraisal experience in
areas relevant to the records of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Nevertheless, the Task R>rce also sought the advice of other knowledgeable
people in developing a retention plan. Accordingly the Task Fbrce discussed
its preliminary appraisal decisions with three groups of experts. One, a
subcommittee of the National Archives Advisory Council is composed of
academics from several disciplines familiar with the mission, procedures, and
problems of the National Archives. A second group of academics, an attorney,
and a journalist either had extensive experience with ~I records or had
expertise in fields where FBI records are relevant. Last, 10 NARSarchivists
contributed their perspectives on how Task Fbrce appraisal decisions
corresponded with their experience. The Director and Assistant Director
considered the suggestions of these groups in devising the final retention
plan.

The subcommittee of the Archives Advisory Council consists of the following
people: Sally E. Kohlstedt, History Professor, Syracuse University; Richard
w. Leopold, History Professor, Northwestern University; Arvah E. Strickland,
History Professor, University of Missouri; Clement Vose, Political Science
Professor, -~sleyan University; and Halliman H. ~nsborough, Demography
Professor, University of Wisconsin.

The Archives Advisory Council subcommittee recommended individuals to serve as
"outside experts." Using their suggestions, along with other information, the
Director selected the following people:

Marcellus Barksdale, Ph.D., Duke University; History Professor, Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Georgia. His research concerns the civil rights movement.

Howard S. Erlanger, Ph.D., J.D., University of California, Berkeley; Professor
in the School of Law and Department of Sociology, University of Wisconsin.
His research and publications include the areas of legal rights, public
interest law, and violence in America.

Michael Hindus, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley; J.D., Harvard
University; attorney, McCutchen, Doyle, Brown, and Enerson, San Francisco,
California. Before becoming an attorney, Dr. Hindus taught in the University
of Minnesota's criminal justice program. He participated in the appraisal of
the Massachusetts Superior Court records, a project that developed an
appraisal methodology similar to the one used by the FBI Task Fbrce. In
addition, his research and publications include a history of the treatment of
criminals in the nineteenth century.

Richard Kirkendall, Ph.D., University of ~sconsin; Henry A. W!llace
Professor, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Before assuming his present
position, Professor Kirkendall served as Executive Secretary of the
Organization of American Historians and professor of history at Indiana
University_ His research and publications concern twentieth century American
history.

Louis R. Sadler, Ph.D., University of South Carolina; history professor, New



•
Mexico State University, Las Cruces. Dr. Sadler's research and publications
concern Latin America, especially Mexican-United States relations. •Claudine Schweber, Ph.D., State University of New York at :&ffalo, criminal
justice professor, State University of New York at Buffalo. Her research and
publications concern prisons and prisoners. She has also been a consultant to
the Federal Bureau of Prisons.

Athan Theoharis, Ph.D., University of Chigago; history professor, Marquette
University. Professor Theoharis has written several books concerning domestic
intelligence and served as a consultant to the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence Activities (Church Committee).

•
Sanford Ungar, Co-Host, "All Things Considered," National Public Badio. Mr.
Ungar wrote a book-length study of the FBI. •
Allen loeinstein, Ph.D., Yale University, History Professor, Smith College,.
Northhampton, Massachusetts. Professor Weinstein's research and publications
concern espionage in recent U.S. history.

The final group reviewing the preliminary appraisal decisions 1s composed of •
archivists from the National Archives. All of them have experience with the
appraisal and disposition of records. It consists of the following people:

John Butler, Archivist, General Archives Division
Maygene Daniels, Archivist, External Affairs Division
Jean Fraley, Archivist, Records Disposition Division - •
James Hastings, Deputy Director, Nixon Presidential Materials Project Staff }
Robert w. Krauskopf, Archivist, Military Archives Division
Clarence Lyons, Chief, Judicial and Fiscal Branch
James Moore, Assistant Archivist for the National Archives
Ray Mosley, Director, Records Disposition Division
Ken Rossman, Chief , Archives Branch, ~deral Reords Center, Laguna Niguel, •
California
George Scaboo, Acting Assistant Archivist for ~deral Records Centers

Before their arrival at the Archives, the outside advisers received a copy of
all the documents sent to the court. •*The Task R>rce briefed each of the three groups on how it conducted the
appraisal process. This was followed by discussions of the decision-making
process for 3 classifications. Dr. O'Neill then described the final steps in
the project.

In the afternoon the consultants examined case files and discussed the
corresponding data collection sheets with Task Fbrce members. They spent an
additional day discussing specific classifications with the Task Fbrce
members.

•

The briefing sessions had the same format for the three groups, and the papers
are contained in Attachments. First, Dr. O'Neill and Dr. Dollar described the •
*Michael Hindus received a separate briefing October 16, 1981 . - -

•
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background of the project J the working assumptions J and a general
the findings. Then Mr Bradsher described the history of the
keeping and the relationship between NARSand the FBI before the
order.

picture of
I'liI record
1980 court

Dr. Dollar then described the sampling methodology after which Dr. Gibbs
discussed the way in which we evaluated the research potential of each file
using the Data Collection Sheet. Next Dr. Ambacher explained the process of
file review from the time the case numbers were selected until after the Data
Collection Sheet was filled out. Dr. Harrison presented the general profiles
developed up to that point with respect to Headquarters and Field Office
samples and the other categories J 1IIllti-section files J "extras J" and
"specials" (Headquarters - Field Office comparison).

The way in which the Task lbrce members arrived at the appraisal decisions for
each classification was described by Dr. Goldman. Dr. ~lb then explained the
process by which the retention plan would capture exceptional cases. * The
issue of duplication in the Field and Headquarters was discussed by Dr.
Peterson. Descriptions of the various indices were presented by Dr. Redlin
and Dr. Nenninger.

To further clarify the appraisal, three Task lbrce members discussed the
appraisal process in greater detail. F.l.rst, Mr. Wolfinger discussed the
decisions for Selective Service Cases (classification 25) many of which had no
research value, and as a classification did not appear as useful as the
already accessioned records of the Selective Service.

Dr. Nashorn explained how we separated the valuable Espionage, classification
65, records from those that contained no research potential.

In classification 176, Dr. Chalou explained why the Task FOrce decided to save
all the anti-riot cases in Headquarters and the Field.

In the afternoon, the outside experts had an opportunity to examine I'liI case
files. With the exception of security classified material, they saw the same
material reviewed by the Task FOrce. They observed how a Data Collection
Sheet was filled out and why a case file received the research value rating it
did. Files were selected to demonstrate high, medium, low and no research
potential.

After all the three outside groups had an opportunity to review the
recommendations for all 214 claSSifications, they had an opportunity to
question the Task lbrce. A major point brought out by the Advisory Sub-
committee and the outside experts who used quantitative methodologies was the
size of a statistical sample. Professors Jensen, Erlanger, and Barksdale were
particularly concerned about the need for sub-samples. Professor Winsborough
also felt that even the small evidential samples could be used for statistical
purposes with a random start. The experts also expressed fears that the
exceptional case criteria might not capture all major cases.

*The original presentation was updated to include subsequent
criteria (numbers 10-12) and the results of testing the criteria
against the exceptional case cards.
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The NARS archivists had different questions. Ms. Daniels expressed concern
about accepting cases with no research potential that fell under the permanent
categories in the retention plan. These archivists questioned the large
volume of records that the Archives would eventually accept. •
All the outside groups were asked their opinions on several questions. Some
supplied comments in follow-up letters to the Task Force Director. In
response to queries about our general approach, the outside people had a
number of questions and suggestions that would help us clarify our explanation
of the methodology and findings. Fbr the most part, the outside groups were
noncommital about saving an evidential sample from each classification as long
as saving the samples in less important classification did not reduce the
amount saved in more significant ones. Dr. Hindus, however, indicated in his
letter strong support for retaining at Least an evidential sample for each
classification, while Professor Erlanger's letter reiterated his concern that
the evidential sample not be retained at the expense of more value records.

•

•
The topic generating the most controversy was the FBI indexes. In their
discussions with the Task Fbrce, some outside advisers, notably Professors
Jensen and Barksdale, felt that the Archives should accession index cards for
both retained and destroyed cases. Professor ~instein expressed reservations
about the utility of retaining them considering access and expense problems.
and the NARS archivists tended to favor retention of cards for permanent files
only. Professors Kohlstedt and Theoharis wrote that he felt the disadvantages
to total retention outweighted advantages. After considering these opinions,
the Task Force decided to retain index cards for permanent records only.

•

In follow-up correspondence received before November 5, 1981, outside advisers
made additional suggestions. Professor Kohlstedt expressed concern about
records on Indians in Classification 70, Crime on Government Reservations.
She felt that records sanitized for informant identification would still have
great value. In two letters, Professor Theoharis made numerous suggestions.
His major concerns included files outside of the Central Filing System and the
retention of Field Office records in some classifications where this had not
been proposed. Mr. Butler questioned the handling of potential legal rights
and Dr. Hindus had suggestions for implementing the selection of samples.
Among some general concerns about the National Archives, Professor kirkendall
proposed further discussions of the meaning of historical value for
determining which records are permanent. This report contains changes made as
a result of discussions and correspondence with the outside advisers.

•

•
Dr. Hindus and Professors Kirkendall, Kohlstedt, and Theoharis in their
follow-up letters commended the Task Fbrce and its work. The Task Fbrce
performed "most impressively," and prepared "an excellent plan." "••• The
effort. and its product (is) commendable and evidence of the professionalism
and integrity of the National Archives staff."

•

•
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Value and Research Potential

Although the work of the FBI Task Force may be distinguished from other
archival appraisal projects by the intensity of its approach, it shares with
all appraisal activity undertaken b1 the National Archives the commongoal of
identifying agency records worthy of continued preservation b1 the R!deral
government. In the context of the ~deral Bureau of Investigation,
achievement of this goal has for the most part meant evaluation of the
constituent parts of the Bureau's Central Records System.

Our assessment of the value of FBI case files has essentially relied upon
traditi~nal principles of archival appraisal. These principles dictate that a
given file be judged first on the basis of the evidence it contains of the
organization and function of the creating agency and second on the basis of
the information it contains about individuals, organizations, events and
conditions of general historical interest. For Bureau case files selected for
examination by the sampling procedure, the results of each individual
appraisal were recorded on the data sheet in the sections marked "Primary
Value of File," and "Research Potential of File." Instructions for completing
this section of the data sheet constituted a set of ground rules within which
task force members exercised their professional judgement. Someunderstanding
of these ground rules or appraisal criteria is crucial to appreciation of
decisions about the disposition of FBI records.

As reported in an affidavit submitted to the court on July 20, 1981, an FBI
case file can be considered to have passed the test of evidential value if
materials in the file effectively document (1) internal FBI operations and
procedures; (2) FBI relations with the Department of Justice and other
significant official contacts; (3) FBI investigative policies and techniques;
(4) FBI public relations activities; (5) controversial Bureau activity; or (6)
the role of the Director and his close associates.

An FBI case file can be said to have passed the test of informational value
when data is present about an individual who is likely to be of interest to
researchers (such as a high public official, a political or labor leader, a
prominent businessman or major cultural figure, a member of an extremist
group, a notorious criminal, a foreign national engaged in intelligence
activity, or a Bureau informant);. about a major organization (such as a
political party, labor organization, extremist group, government agency or
major legitimate business); about an important event (such as a major civil
disturbance or demonstration, a major labor-managment dispute, a notorious
crime or major legal case); or about social and economic conditions (including
race relations, government regulatory activity, drug and alcohol use, family
relations, or cultural and intellectual trends).

Ground rules relating to the rating of the research potential of a case file
link a high rating with evidence or information that is unique In that it is
of such substantive richness and detail that it stands alone as a primary
historical source. These same ground rules link a medium rating with evidence
or information that is sufficiently rich to be used independently of other FBI
case files to significantly complement other historical sources. A low rating
is linked by the ground rules to evidence or information that is so lacking in
richness and detail that it has significance as a modest supplement to
available historical sources only In the context of other case files in the
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same classification. According to the ground rules a rating of no research
potential is reserved for evidence or information which is so ordinary and
routine that it has no significance as a historical source even in the context
of other case files in the same classification.

•
It>rking within these guidelines, task force members assigned high research
potential ratings to files documenting investigations of alleged jury
tampering involving James Hoffa and of the Cuban Nationalist MOvement,medium
research potential ratings to a case involving a relatively famous
impersonator who ran a school for draft evaders during lrbrld Wir II and to a
file documenting investigation of Communist connections in the entertainment
industry t and low to many case files documenting investigations of crimes
committed on Indian reservations which together present a picture of social
conditions in a specific context.

•

•
Each of these ratings as well as the thousands of others assigned in the
course of the project represents a professional archival decision made in the
context of a working knowledge of the record keeping practices of the lUreau t

a familiarity with archival resources available to historians of 20th century
American history and personal experience with the demands of historical
research. •
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Examining Case Files

The appraisal of case files in the Central Records System was based on the
examination of a statistically valid sample of records from each
classifieation with extant files in Headquarters and the New York, Los
Angeles, and Wishington Field Offices and from those classifications with more
than 1500 case files in the Dallas, Chicago, Miami, and Atlanta F.Leld
Offices. This aspect of the appraisal process was predicated upon three
concepts: The FBI was to have no role in the selection of case files to be
examined. The information obtained from the case files was to be standardized
as much as possible through the use of the data collection sheets. Finally,
valid conclusions about the classification could be drawn from the case files
reviewed in the statistical sample.

The case files in the sample were determined through a computer-generated list
of ease file numbers. This list was based on the sampling ratio and a random
first case file rumber starting position. The list of case numbers in a
classification was given to an FBI staff member each morning. In NARS
presence, the FBI completed "charge-out" slips to replace each case file in
the Central Records System. An FBI-NARSteam then went into the file area to
obtain the case files. All extant case files were obtained. lollen a
designated case file was missing and not charged out, or had been destroyed, a
substitute case was selected using a formula of selecting the previous case
file for even-numbered cases and the next case file for odd-numbered cases.
All cases which were charged out were located and made available for NARS
review. All cases transferred to the Special F.Lle Roomwere retrieved by an
FBI-NARSteam which entered the room unannounced to obtain the designated
files. The NARSperson annotated the computer-generated "pull" sheet for all
substitutions or,changes.

Fbllowing the selection of case files, the FBI reviewed the files (in NARS'
presence) to identify and mask any sensitive information which NARScould not
use. This was limited to the names of informants, Internal Revenue Service
taxpayer information from tax returns, grand jury testimony, and request and
court order for electronic surveillance under Title III. Informant names were
taped over; the other items were covered or placed in large envelopes. The
FBI reviewer and a designated NARSstaff member initialed and dated each
envelope or cover sheet. Once this review and masking was completed, the case
files were turned over to NARSfor archival review.

NARSmaintained all case files in locked file cabinets under its control from
the time a case file was selected until all review was completed. The pull,
review, and appraisal process was paced to minimize the number of files
retained in the locked cabinets overnight. The archival review process
involved reading the case file and completing a data collection sheet for each
case file reviewed.

The data collection sheet standardized the information recorded about case
files. Reviewers noted the presence or absence of the required information
including physical characteristics of the file (size, location, date span,
type of record), document types in the file, information in the file and its
origins, file and case processing history, results of the case, and its
research potential and interest. Detailed guidelines for defining specific
items and for completing the data collection sheet provided greater uniformity
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in the information captured. Team leaders reviewed all
collection sheets in an effort to improve the accuracy of
eliminating obvious ommissions or incorrectly marked items.

completed data
the results by •

In addition to comments on specific case files written on individual data
collection sheets, NARS reviewers wrote up their impressions of the
classification as a whole. These comments noted characteristics of the case
files and their research potential, and often included preliminary appraisal
judgements. ~enever a sample exceeded fifteen case files more than one NARS
staff member examined some of the case files. This insured a diversity of
opinion and perception and enhanced the retention decisions.

•
There were only slight changes in these procedures for the examination of
Field Office case files. Because of the massive destruction of Field Office
case files, it was necessary to recalculate the case file numbers in the
sample. A NARS staff member went to the Field Offices in advance of the
scheduled visit and surveyed the extant cases in each classification to be
examined. A new sampling ratio and a new random start interval sample was
computed on the basis of the remaining files. The beginning of the "run" used
to compute the new sample generally did not correspond to the last case file
destroyed. This difference results from the intermittent nature of
destruction: files were retained in the midst of destroyed files for several
reasons (pending case, Office of Origin file, case subject to litigation, case
subject to IOI/PA, etc.). Because of this, selecting substitute case file
numbers for non-extant cases was more difficult. If a substitute case could
not be obtained in one-half the number to the next case file number in the

•

•

sample no substitute was selected
destroyed.) Once the new sample
evaluation procedures were used
Headquarters.

and the data collection sheet was marked
was compiled, the same pull, review, and
in the Field that had been used in
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HowThe Task R>rce Made Its Disposition Decisions on the I'lJI Records

After the Task Fbrce had reviewed and completed data collection sheets on
approximately 18,000 case files at Headquarters and 7 Pleld Offices for the
214 classifications in the mI's Central Records System and also had reviewed
and collected information on various records outside the central system (such
as specialized indices and machine-readable systems), it was time for the Task
Fbrce to make its appraisal decisions. Each member was assigned a number of
classifications and, in some cases, other records, for which they prepared
prelimina~y appraisal papers.

The preliminary papers on the 214 classifications first presented a historical
synopsis of the classification. This synopsis gives the beginning date of the
classification and the basis in law, Executive Order or mr program
responsibility for its creation. The classification's goal and type of
investigation is characterized. Any significant changes of emphasis in the
evolution of the class is also summarized.

The second portion of the appraisal paper presents data on the volume of
records in the classification. For Headquarters NARS obtained accurate
information about the rumber of cases and total volume as well as the rumber
of Dllti-section cases with their average number of sections and, where
appropriate, the rumber of microfilm reels with the case rumber of the last
case filmed. The information obtained from Field Offices was less complete
but did allow the papers to comment on the rumber of offices opening cases in
each classification and the rumber of cases each office opened as well as to
estimate the amount of destruction that had occurred in the Pleld Offices for
each classification. The Task Force supplemented this incomplete information
from the FBI regarding records in Pleld Offices with its own experience at 7
Field Offices.

In the following Profile section of the paper the data collected by the Task
Force on each classification was summarized and analyzed. The Profile section
gave the ratings for the cases reviewed at Headquarters and at Pleld Offices
(i.e., the number of highs, mediums, lows, and nones). latere appropriate,
data on other cases reviewed outside the regular sample was also
highlighted. These included additional Dllti-section cases read at
Headquarters to text the uulti-section file theory, "extra" cases that are
cases in Field Offices still extant from periods where most cases were
destroyed, and "Special" cases that are comparisons of Office of Origin cases
in the field to corresponding Headquarters cases previously read by the Task
Fbrce. The Profile section analyzed any correlations between the ratings and
such other data elements as the amount of biographical detail, presence or
absence of electronic surveillance or extraordinary techniques, results of the
case, or size of the case in volume or number of serials. Finally, the
Profile section used the comments on the data collection sheets and the
general summary comments written by Task Force members immediately after
reviewing all their assigned cases in the classification to characterize the
typical subjects, kinds of information, and the course of an investigation in
a classification and particularly to distinguish the kind of cases having
research potential from those lacking research potential.

,,
r After presenting all this information the author of the preliminary appraisal

paper drafted a disposition recommendation for the classification with



arguments justifying the recommendation. Copies of the preliminary papers
distributed to the Task Thrce members served as a starting point for the
discussion of each classification that preceded the group's formulation of its
disposition recommendation.

The group reached its decisions on its recommendations by majority vote. The
decisions on some types of records were easy. The Headquarters 00 file was
always permanent in order to document policy and procedure. Although the FBI
said the Headquarters 0 file was merely public correspondence and nut mail,
NARS found these files sometimes contained substantive materials and these
findings were accepted without controversy in deciding on a classification by
classification basis whether to dispose of the entire 0 file, to keep the
entire 0 file, or to keep only part of the 0 file. Exceptional cases were
always permanent at Headquarters and at Offices of Origin in the field.

Decisions on the other types of records were harder. Sometimes the choices
provoked considerable debate and occasionally the Task R>rce decided upon its
recommendations by close votes. The first choice was whether to keep all or
only some of the case files in a classification. If all cases were not
retained, the question became which cases should be permanent. Two types of
samples were advocated as appropriate for different classifications: a
systematic evidential sample to illustrate the nature of the Bureau's
investigations in the classification or a systematic informational sample to
capture an aggregate of information useful for sociologists, criminologists
and social historians who employ statistical techniques to discern significant
patterns in the activities of obscure people. Another question was whether
the data for the classification indicated that all mlti-section cases had
research potential and should be saved. ~ere the data indicated that all
cases with X or more serials had research potential, the use of a serial count
was proposed to separate the cases that would be permanent from those that
would be disposable. In some classifications qualitative criteria were
proposed to select the cases with research potential. For example, if a
criminal classification included both major crimes and minor offenses, only
cases concerning the major crimes might be retained while cases involving the
minor offenses might be made disposable. Another important issue discussed on
a classification by classification basis concerned the retention of
Headquarters vs. field Office cases. The question was whether the data for
the particular classification indicated that both Headquarters and Field cases
merited retention, that only Headquarters cases merited retention, or, as was
argued in a few classifications, that only F.Leldcases merited retention.

In discussing these choices the group weighed other relevant
considerations. For example, for some classifications the National Archives
already had other records from other agencies documenting the same activity or
has declared comparable records to permanent. Since the issue frequently was
which records would provide the best documentation for scholarly research, the
group could draw its archival experience and that of other NARSstaff members
in making this determination. Attached is a more complete list of what we
called "Appraisal Considerations: FBI Project" that were relevant to the
group's decisions.

Once the group made its recommendations on the 214 classifications and the
other record series outside the central records systems, these preliminary
disposition recommendations were forwarded to the project's Deputy Director
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and Director for their approval. It was at this point that the Deputy
Director determined sample sizes and methods for drawing samples. After these
decisions were made final appraisal reports were prepared to explain the Task
Fbrce's recommendations.
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Appraisal Considerations, FBI Project

Physical and intellectual characteristics of the classification
--Does the classification ,contain investigations of a single type or multiple

types of violations?
--~at changes occurred in the classification over time?
--What is the current volume of records? What is the rate of accummulation?
--How extensive is the destruction?
--~at level of research value is found in Headquarters? In Field and Legats?
--Is there a correlation between size of the file and research value?
--Is there a correlation between any other identifiable characteristic of the

file and research value?
--Is the Office of Origin in Headquarters or in the Field?
--Is there a difference in research value between Office of Origin and

Auxiliary Office files?
--Are certain Field Offices exceptionally important for this type of

investigation?
--Is it feasible to develop a sample from all Field Offices? From one?

From several?

•

•

•

Duplication and linkage of the classification
--Does the National Archives hold other records documenting the pame activity?
--waat is the disposition, by schedule, of records of another agency

documenting the same activity?
--Can the FBI records be linked to the records of another agency? How easily?
--Does the FBI have primary, shared or a secondary jurisdiction for this

•

violation?
--Are these records a primary source or a secondary source of information on

the violation? If a secondary, are they necessary to document the
violation?

--Are there other sources in Bureau records for information on the Bureau's
activity in this investigative area? What is the disposition of these
records? Are they sufficient documentation for evidential purposes.?

--Are other violations investigated by the Bureau closely linked to the
violation in the classification under consideration?

•
Information in the case files
--How significant is the violation that is the subject of these files?
--How significant is the information contained in these files about the

violation?
--How significant did the Bureau consider the violation?
--What types of information are found in these files?
--How did the case files, reflecting how investigations were actually

conducted, compare to stated policies on how they were supposed to be
conducted?

--Do the files document the Bureau's use of extraordinary or controversial
techniques and/or violations of constitutional rights?

--~at types of research can be done from these files? How likely is it that
it will be done.

--Is the information amenable to statistical analysis?
--In the absence of such information, would studies in a particular field be

impaired?

•
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General Index
Discussion for Advisors

At both Headquarters and the P.leld Offices, -the primary finding aid to
informatfon in the JillIlOS files is the index. .'Consisting of 3x5"_,cards
arranged in alphabetical order, the basic index system in place today was
established in the early 1920'. when the case file classification system was

,~.lmplemented. Until recently there have been significant differences between
the General Index at Headquarters, however, and the individual indices
maintained by each of the 59 field offices.

Headquarters ....
At last count, there were 65,582,490 cards in the General Index at FBI
Headquarters. Most cards fall into 1 of 2 categories·- main subject entries
and cross-references. Main subject cards are on white paper stock with black
lettering, while cross-references are on white stock with red lettering.
Cross-references are :referred ,·to as "see" cards in lbreau".parlan.ce. In
addition to ~he two_col~r-coded entries already noted~ there are 3 ~ther types
of cards distinguished!. quickly by color. At' ..A buff paper stock is used for
summary, testimony ... and photograph cards. -'-Thesecar~s indicate the case fIle
and document mmber (called serial. mmber) -where statements summarizing the
case findings to date, testimony offered in court related to -the· case, or
photographs, respectively, can be found in the case file.
-
In 1978 the Headquarters General Index was divided into two sections - active
and inactive. The inactive Index holds cards for criminal cases which have
been closed since 1973 and security cases which have been closed since 1958.
All other _.cards are in- the active Index. c ' <.!'his,..,division occurred to
accommodatethe Bureau's plan to automate the In4ex. ~entually, all cards in
the active Index wi~l be entered into-the automated system.

The content of index cards and the type .of_information indexed has changed
substantially over the years. Moreover, throughout most of the history of the
system, there have been variations in indexing based on the classification ~n
which the case file was placed. Current procedures require. that a card be
prepared on individuals, organizations, events, etc., that represent the sain
subject of the case file. See cards are prepared on prime susupects and,
where warranted, complaintants, victims, close relatives,.and associates. If
the individual in charge of indexing believes that .other identifying data,
such as membershipin subversive organizations, should be referenced, that too
will be the subject of a see card. Generally the indexing in security-related_
areas is greater than in criminal,- applicant, or administrative matters.

-.

The -.mount of information placed on the index cards also changed over time.
Beginning in 1938, when geographic locality was first - noted, information _.on

,the subject's b1rthplace •.~·.current address, sex, race, age, and identification
mmbers (such as social security, FBI fingerprint number, etc.) came to be
added. It .hould be kept in mind, however, that the amount of information
likely to be found on an index card varies greatly depending-on when the card
was prepared, what classification the case was in, and the amount of
information available to the classifier.

In the mid-1970's, the process for determining what ,hould be indexed at
Headquarters underwent substantial change. Prior to 1976, clerical
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employees, called classifiers, made indexing decisions based upon guidelines
broken down by classification, and the content of the document being
indexed. After 1976, basic indexing decisions became the responsibility of •
the Special Agent handling the case. The primary reason for this change is to
establish uniformity in indexing procedures between Headquarters and the Field
Offices. In the past, uniformity had not been necessary or even desirable,
but with the move toward an automated indexing system shared by Headquarters
and the field, uniformity of data elements was required. •Field
Like Headquarters, Field Office indexes consist of 3xS" cards broken down into
main subject and see cards. The field does not use color-coding, however, and
does not divide its index into active and inactive categories. Field Offices
do apply the same straight alphabetical arrangement as Headquarters to their
indexes. •
The content of field indexes in the past has differed somewhat from
Headquarters. Decisions regarding what to cross-reference have always been
made by the case Agent whose judgment is based on knowledge of the case rather
than uniform indexing guidelines broken down by classification. In addition,
certain types of details, such as telephone numbers, physical-descriptions, ~r
license plate numb~rs, were more likely to appear on cards in the field index
than at ~eadquarters.

•
-No figures exist for the size of all Field Office indexes combined, but the

Bureau estimates that it would be approximately 3 times the size of the
Headquarters General Index. This suggests that there are approximately
200,OOO,OO.cards in the field. At both Headquarters and in the field, when a
case file is destroyed, the index cards relating t-o.that case are also
destroyed. _ Because destruction of case files is much greater in -the field
than at Headquarters, the Field Office indexes are ·purged much- more
frequently.

•,

•
Disposition Suggestion _
The Task lbrce's preliminary disposition decision regarding index cards at
Headquarters and in the field is:

If the case file has been scheduled for transfer to the National
Archives, all main subject and see cards for that case file should -
also be transferred. All other index cards may be destroyed when
their administrative use by the Bureau ceases.
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Exceptional Cases

The FBI Task Fbrce considers an exceptional case to have unique historical or
evidential importance. Such a case stands on its own and merits retention
even if nothing else in that classification were saved. In general,
exceptional cases include historically significant individuals, events, or
organizations investigated by the ~I; precedent-setting programs; unusual
investigative techniques; or landmark legal cases involving ~I investigators •

In determining the retention plans for all classifications, the Task Force
developed criteria designed to capture exceptional cases. However, as a
"safety net" for the important classifications, and for those classifications
where comparatively few cases were retained, the Task Fbrce developed criteria
for exceptional cases in order to insure their permanent retention. .

The Task Fbrce used several methods for capturing exceptional cases. Fromthe
beginning, the Task FOrcedeveloped a file of namedexceptional cases. First,
cases were obtained from reading secondary sources related to the ~I and from
the media. In addit~on, examination of case files provided other' exceptional
cases and their file Dlmbers. Early in the project the Task Fbrce Director
solicited suggestions from the watademicand archival·communities. After the
appraisal process was completedi the task .force. established a set of general
criteria to identify virtually all exceptional cases, past and future.

Throughout the project, Task Jibrce membersaugmented their knowledge of the
~I by reading books and articles directly concerning the Bureau or about
events, individuals, or organizations the ~I investigated. A.3 X 5 card was
completed with the name, probable classification, source, and a -few words of
identification for each exceptional case. In addition, cards were completed
on people, events, and organizations mentioned by the print and electronic
news media • I

The cases themselves also provided a valuable source. A card was completed
for every exceptional case reviewed. Equally valuable, however, were the
cross referenc~s to important people and organizations along with their case
file numbers obtained from the review of case files. Another source of r

exceptional cases was the ~I's "Interesting Case Write-ups." The lQreau
selected as interesting cases about 2000 files frOmapproximately 1930 through
1970 that it felt would make good magazine articles or radio and 'IV scripts.
Of these, only 200 had archival interest 88 exceptional cases.

During the spring, the Prpject Director solicited suggestions from the
interested publico He wrote to history department chairs, in the country, the
president of every major historical organization, and about 80 individuals
including profeSlfors of Sociology, Political Science, .and English. In
addition, he sought exceptional cases from the employees ·of the National
Archives. As a result, the project received more than 150 replies resulting
in about 1,000 suggestions. Altogether, more than 3000 exceptional cases have
been identified •

The Task JOrce considered the commondenominators of these named cases that
could be used to develop general criteria to capture unnamed exceptional
cases. Originally the Task JOrce prepared a list of 45 criteria. That list
was reduced to criteria that are both short and specific; criteria that an FBI
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employee can implement without exercising judgment. The Court criticized the
1977 criteria for permanent retention as "excessively and unnecessarily
vague.... The process which it established relies upon the judgment of F»I
clerks to determine what documents will be exempt from destruction ••••" Court
Order., January 10, 1980, p. 13. The following list of 12 criteria meet these
specifications:

•
1. "Bureau Specials," ''Major Cases," lklreau-identified Test Cases, and F.l.eld

Office designated "historical files."
These designations are either stamped on the file, included in the
caption, or written on the top serial. -

2. Cases mentioned in annual reports of the BUreau.
lalile this criterion will capture some routine as well as exceptional
cases, it includes cases the F»I considers significant. •

3. Cases mentioned in FBI testimony before or submitted in evidence to a
Committee of Congress.
Besides being named in Committee records, files submitted to Committees
are so designated in the case file or stamped on the cover. •4. Cases accepted by the Supreme Court that involved FBI investigations.

5. All control files.
These are files maintained for the purpose of having all information
regarding a specific matter immediately available without the necessity
of reviewing numerous case files. They contain copies of serials filed l-
in individual case files.

6. Code Name or Code WOrd Captioned Cases.
All cases with either a Code Name (CN) or Code Word (CW) in the Caption
in which the intent is to conceal ·the type of operation or
investigation. This does not include Bureau appreviations for violations
or classifications. (e.g. ITAR, SSA). . •

7. All case files retained in whole in.the Headquarters Special F.1leRoom.

8. The 10 MOst ~nted Criminals.

9. Any organization on the Attorney General's List of Subversive
Organizations.

•
10. Any Headquarters case file that includes at least one sub-file of

clippings.
This criterion provides an unambiguous method of identifying cases
receiving major attention from the media. •

11. All case files on subjects of Bureau surveillance as identified by
"principal" (subject or target) cards in the PLSUR index in Headquarters.

*12. In Headquarters, all files containing 20 or more sections; in the Office •

*This criterion was included as an additional "safety net" based
on a comparison of Field Office Data Collection Sheets with

•
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of Origin, all files containing 35 or more sections and their
Headquarters correlates; and in Auxiliary Offices, all files containing
50 or more sections and their correlates in the Office of Origin and
Headquarters.

After discussion with outside experts, NARStested 100 namedexceptional cases
and 35 files in the Headquarters sample rated high against the disposition
instructions and the genera1 exceptional case criteria. _~"

NARScreated two files of exceptional case cards. One contained numbered
cases supplied by Task !brce membersfrom reading case files, Interesting Case
write-ups, and the notes in secondary literature. Every fortieth card from
this file was selected for a total of 50 cards. A substitute was pulled for
any card that contained a Field Office mmber only .or an incomplete citation
(classification only). An alphabetical set of cards naming people, events,
and organizations comprised the second set of case cards. At least one card
for every letter of the alphabet and as manyas 3 cards for letters containing
many~~rds were selected for,a total of 50 cards. No substitutions were made.

TWelveof the 100 cards had no corresponding case files in Headquarters. Of
the 88 cases remaining, 10 were '!Disposal.Not Authorized" (DNA)and were not
included in the statistics on dispOSition instructions. - -five cases were on
microfilm and one was charged out; these could not be examinedfor exceptional
case criteria and were not . included in statistics on exceptional case
criteria. Six files failed to meet one type of criteria and the other type
was inapplicable. These are not included in statistics on files meeting
neither type of criteria.

Our findings were as follows: 71% met disposition instructions (56 of 78);
46% met exceptional case criteria (38 of 82). F.1vefiles rated DNAmet
exceptional case criteria -and two files met. the exceptional case criteria
alone. Of the 82 files for which criteria could be determined, 74% (61) met
either disposition instructions or exceptional case criteria or J:.oth. One
file was a test case and met the exceptional case criteria, but it was on
microfilm and was not included in the exceptional case criteria statistics.

The other group of case files tested were the 35 Headquarters highs. Of
these, 2 involve classifications that have been scheduled Disposal Not
Authorized (DNA). Of the remaining 33 cases, 82% (27) would be retained
permanently based on the disposition instructions. F.1fteen of the 35 cases
would be retained permanently based upon general criteria.- - One case not .
caught under the disposition instructions criteria would be saved by the
exceptional case criteria. lOr one case we were unable to ascertain
criteria. Of the remaining 34, 82% (28) of those judged high in Headquarters
would be dec1ared permanent.

Combining the data for the Headquarters highs and exceptional case cards we
find 75% (83 of 111) meet disposition instructions and 45% (53 of 117) met
exceptional case criteria. Three met the exceptional case criteria alone and
5 OOAfiles also 1IIetthe general criteria. In all, 77%(89 of 116) of the
exceptional case files would be permanent under the disposition instructions

classification criteria and the other general criteria.
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and/or exceptional case criteria.

This figure is conservative for several reasons. In checking against
disposition instructions, we did not know if a particular file might be
permanent because its correlate field file is permanent. If these files would
be retained only as correlates, they were carried in the statistics as not
meeting disposition instructions. However, from our experience in ReId
Offices we can tell if the ReId Office case file probably could meet a
criterion such as UIllti-section or serial count. Fbr example, the number of
serials is usually greater in the field. ReId Office files may also contain
surveillance logs or telephone number checks that add enough hIlk to create
multi-section files. OneHeadquarters high and 6 of the other files fall into
this category. If the field files were checked against the disposition
instructions, more case files in our study might have shownup as permanent.

•

•

•
~th respect to exceptional case criteria, NARScould only check if a file had
at least one Sub A of clippings, code name or code word captions, major case
or lUreau special status, or was stamped as a test case or submitted to a
Cogressional Committee. Other criteria, such as inclusion in an annual
report, Congressional testimony, or the 10 Most Wmted List, could not be
checked. - Therefore, more files may 1!leet- the -general criteria than the
statistics indicate.

•
On the other hand, several of the files meeting neither set of criteria are
really not "exceptional." Rather, they concern routine information on
exceptional subjects. Only two of the 26 cases not falling under the criteria
for retention would present a loss of unique material of significance on
exceptional persons, events, or organizations, and it remains possible that
these files would be caught under one of the untestable criteria.

•
The exercise of soliciting and compiling exceptional case cards helped NARSin

,several ways: First, analyzing them aided development of the general
exceptional case criteria. - Second, -the names suggested by the interested
public demonstrated where research interests lie. Those interests were
considered in our analyzing of individual classifications. Last, NARSused
the cards to test the disposition instructions and general exceptional case
criteria.

•Exceptional case cards, unless based on actual file -examination, represent
guesses as to important subjects that the mI investigated. Moreover, they
represent guesses ~hat the files would contain unique information of value to
researchers. - ~ile in many instances a research subject lIlight be considered
"exceptional," the corresponding file had negligible value.

•All the files on named subjects compiled during this project will be declared
permanent. However, with the completion of the appraisal process, a
continuing file of possible exceptional cases should not be necessary. Only
2%of the 88 exceptional case cards examined referred to cases of exceptional
quality that would not be saved under testable classification or gen~ral
criteria. An overwhelming percentage of exceptional cases will be retained •
using the disposition instructions and general case criteria.

•
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Duplication, Headquarters and Held .

One of the key issues facing the 81 Appraisal Task Force vas tbe cbaracter
and extent of duplication between Headquarters and field case files. Two
approaches were used to try to answer the question. Pirst, during the
examination of case files at Headquarters, the Office of Origin and its case
file number were noted. A list of files reviewed at Headquarters that
originated in the \Bshington, NewYork, Dallas, Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami,
and Atlanta F.1eldOffices was generated. In each F.1eldOffice, the task force
attempted to locate the correlate case files. In the great majority of the
cases, the Office of Origin file bad been destroyed. Those that were extant
vere pulled and reviewed, and data collection sbeets were completed.

Because this involved only a comparison of Headquarters files with Office of
Origin files, this review was supplemented by a second study. In this study
ten classifications were selected, covering security, criminal, applicant, and
fraud violations. In each of these classifications, three Headquarters cases
from the last third of the cases reviewed were selected. The last third was
used because it represented the most recent cases and it was hoped that less
destruction in the field would bave taken place. FBI Headquarters then
requested all P1eld Offices to send to Headquarters all files relating rc ,
these thirty cases (3 from each of the 10 classifications). Ylen the files
were received, team members took the Office of Origin file and listed the
documents including serial number, correspondents, date, and information
content. Then the Headquarters and Auxiliary Office files were checked
against the list, again serial by serial, and differences noted. F.1nally, the
reviewer wrote a summaryof the differences and similarities amongthe files.

I. Headquarters - Office of Origin Comparison
One hundred sixty-five identical cases were reviewed in both Headquarters and
the Office of Origin. The results in terms of research value are shown in the
table below.

• r ~
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Headquarters Higher 39(24%)
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II. Headquarters-office of Origin-Auxiliary Office Comparisop
Of the 30 cases selected in Headquarters by the team. 8 cases in 6
classifications were destroyed in the office of origin. Twoof these cases
had extant files in Auxiliary Offices; however. without Office of Origin files
the comparison of Headquarters and Auxiliary Office records is meaningless.
Seven offices _'were involved in the destruction. which included all 3 cases
selected in ciassification 100. In addition. one file in which Headquarters
was the Office of Origin had no remaining Auxiliary Office files. These nine
cases were dropped from the comparison.

FOurfiles in which Headquarters is the Office of Origin had extant records in
Field Offices. Two of these were in classification 77. ap,Plicant. and one
each in 2. neutrality. and 65. espionage. The first classification 17 file
had 9 serials at Headquarters. 4 at NewHaven. 2 in Cleveland. 5 in Albany.
and 4 in lUffalo. The only two serials which were not duplicated in the
Headquarters file were a serial in New Haven which: imposed a reporting
deadline and a serial in Albany which was a report from the agent to the
Special Agent in Charg~",the entire substance of which was included in a
serial which appears in the Headquarters file. In this case all substantive
information is in the Headquarters (i.e •• the Office of Origin) file. - The
second 17 is different. Headquarters bas only one serial. Dlmbered 2. It
merely asks the Washington .Field Office where the investigative reporting on' .

- the case is. The W3.shington Field Office file. on the other hand. has 5
serials. not including the single".document in Headquarters. These 5 serials
contain the application. the-~eport of the investigation. and some subsequent
investigation. Obviously the substantive information is in the Auxiliary
Office.

The case reviewed in classification 2 presents a third picture. In this case
the action originates in the Legat in Panama (technically an Auxiliary Office.
as Legats are never Offices of Origin). and the first serial in both the'Legat
and the Headquarters file is identical. However. the second serial in Panama
indicates that since no further information has 'been received, the .case .Is -
being closed administratively • .; That information -is not - present -1n - the
Headquarters file.- The-second serial in-the ~eadquarters file shows that-the-
information was sent to U.S.-Customs. and this informationJdoes not appear in
the Legat file. Here to get the whole picture both cases 'mst be used. The
classification 65 file has 13 numbered serials (two numbered 3). a "not
recorded". and two ·enclosures .in envelopes. The case involved three P1eld
Offices--New York. Baltimore. and Washington Field--and all 3 Auxiliary Office
cases survive. Each has one serial that is not in the Headquarters file: New
York has a carbon copy of a request to the telephone-company for a cheCk on a
telephone number; Baltimore has a ·memo from the person who did some
investigation at Fort Detrick; Washington Field has an agent to SACmemothat
reports receiving telephonically the information that .Headquarters
subsequently provided in. serial 1. The Headquarters file includes the results
of the telephone check and' the Jbrt Det-rick investigation. so the only
information unique to the field files is the name of the person the Bureau
contacted at the telephone ~ompany, the name of the person who performed ~he
investigation at Fort Detrick. and the fact that Washington Field was called
in advance of the memofrom the Director starting the investigation. None of
this seems substantive. The conclusion is that in 2 of these cases the
Headquarters file is sufficient. in one case the field file is sufficient. and
in one case both cases are required. 'Vl"..
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The remaining 17 cases were evaluated as 9 completely duplicated in substance
at Headquarters, 3 not duplicated in substance at Headquarters, and 5 with
problems.

The 9 duplicated cases are in classifications 15, 91, 92 (3 cases), 164 (2),
and 209 (2). Six had only the Office of Origin file extant in the field, 3
also had one Auxiliary Office. Two cases were opened in 1972. 1 each in 1973,
1974, 1976, 1977, and 1979, and 2 in 1980. Serials in the Office of Origin
ranged from 9 to 76, Auxiliary Office serials ranged from 2 to 13, and
Headquarter files ranged from 2 serials to 18. Of the 6 cases where only the
Office of Origin file exists in the field, revielJers in each case indicated
that particular elements of information are in the Office of Origin file that
are not in Headquarters, but that these were not vielJed as substantive either
to the conduct of the investigation or to the evidence on the offense
itself. In one case the Headquarters file contained information not in the
files at the Office of Origin. In the 3 cases with one Auxiliary Office file
extant the pattern held true: the Auxiliary Offices had 'serials that lJere not
in either the Office of Origin or Headquarters, but again the revielJers
commented that the important information was incorporated in investigative
reports sent to both the Office of Origin and Headquar~ers.

-,
Three cases were reviewed and found to have fuller information in zhe Field
Office file than in the Headquarters file. One case was in classIfication 65
(dating from 1980), one. was in 157 (1976), and one was in 209 (1978). In the
157 file, the revielJer commented that most of the information from the 17
serial Office of Origin file not in the 2 serial Headquarters file concerned
the criminal activities and local police arrest records of the subject, his
friends, and his relatives. It also had a small amount of information on some
local disputes. Hovever , the r evt ever said, the hasic information that
nothing was found linking the subject to. -extremist activities was sent to
Headquarters. In the 209 case, the revielJer found that most of :the
investigative information from the 27 serial Office of Origin file was
included in the 6 serial Headquarters file. "'bat was not included was a
nevspape r clipping and some information relating to conferences between an
agent and the assistant U.S. Attorney concerning a determination to seek
indictments. The 65 case has an Auxiliary Office and a Legat file. Although
the Headquarters file has, according to the rev~ewer, all items of substance
from the Office of Origin and the Field Office J - - .... - .• _ ..

- - -- -~ .....- .....

)

r

The 5 files-with problems remain. In the first, a file in classification 15,
an 88 serial Office of - Origin -file was substantially' duplicated in - the
Headquarters file through serial 77. The last serials in the Office of Origin
file, however, provide information on legal proceedings in' the case and are
not in Headquarters. - In addition, 2 statistics- letters from the Office of
Origin were not included in the Headquarters file; current .pra ct Lce at the
time the case was active (1978-79) was not to serialize such items. One
Auxiliary Office file also contained a statistics letter that was not
included, although the basic documentation from that file--a telegram
repo~ting the capture of the fugitive, an arrest report, and a report of the
fugitive's appearance before the magistrate--are duplicated in both the Office
of Origin and the Headquarters file. A second Field Office sent in a file
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l
believed to relate to the case, oot instead it involved the same person as a
suspect for a different violation.'

The second problem file involved a 1D.1ltiple bank robbery. Here at least six
offices had files relating to the case, but 1n some cases one file contained
information on all the robberies, while others maintained separate fUes of
the various offenses. As Headquarters maintained a single file on each
offense and the fUe se Ie ct ed in the sample was not on the robbery on which
the subject ~as finally convicted, it was very thin. The variations in filing
practice made comparisons impossible.

~

!.. t)1ird case was filed as a class1fiction 2. Neutrality, in Headquarters oot
_ _ .. _ . ; in the Office of Origin. Again,

-the Headquarters case file focused on .~ investigation involving false
assertions made by a mentally unbalanced person and completely duplicated
those found in the Office of Origin file except for five routing slips.
However, the Office of Origin file is an extremely voluminous control file, of
which the correlate serials to the Headquarters case form only a small part.
Three Auxiliary Offices had files relating to the unbalanced person, and all
of these appear duplicated in the Office of Origin and Headquarters files.

In the fourth problem case, a 157 extremist case, the Office of Origin file
had 91 serials and the Headquarters file 1. Once again, however, the Ofice of
Origin file contains mainly duplicate copies of documents relating to the
group to which the subject of the file belonged. Originals of these
documents, according to the reviewer, appear to be in the Office of Origin's
main file on the group, and if these are excluded from consideration, the
Headquarters file contains most of the info~mation. A single Auxiliary Office
had a 5 serial file on the subject, and all but 1 of these serials are in the
Office of Origin file. The exception was a memo from an agent to the SAC
saying that the office's sources did not know the subject.
)

The final problem case, another 157 classification, involves a change in the
Office of Origin, which means that the fundamental documentation is split.
Although all information of value from the first office was sent to
Headquartes, that was not true in the second.

• ( ~ .. ~)
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• Grouped Classifications
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Grouped Classifications

Review of administrative materials - in particular .the 00 files in the FBI
Central Records System-revealed both distinctions And similarities between
records created as a result of Bureau investigations. NARSfound that in most
cases the various classifications comprising the Central"Records System
prese.rved substantive distinctions betweenr types of investigations. In some
instances, however, 00 file review indicated that establishment of separate

t'- classifications obscured similarities between types of investigations. Fbr
~.example, documents' in the 00 - files ~for Classification 116 (Department of
EnergyApplicant) and -classification 133 (National Science Foundation) outline
virtually identical investigative activity beginning with the form to be
completed by the subject of the investigation, the Personnel Security
Questionnaire (AEC-l). Other documents in 77-00, 116-00, 118-00, 123-00, 126-
00, 128-00.. 130-00, 132-00, and 133-00 indicate that all these "applicant
type" investigations are limited to the development of information concerning
a person's character, associatJons, and loyalty. In no instance did the
Bureau ~valuate professioll4l experience or job .qualifications, so that the
nature of the applicant '8 work was irrelevant to the investigation. The
Bureau is the Office of Origin for every case in these classifications, and in
every case, 'the results of the investigation are· reported to the employing

:" sgency. The number.of documents in the 00 file in these classifications
relating to the compilation and reporting of ...expenses relating to
investigations clearly indicates_ that bookkeeping convenience rather than
substantive investigative differences prompted the establishment of the
separate applicant classifications 77, 116, 118, 123, 126, 128, 130, 132, and
133.

These considerations led to the decision that for the purposes of sampling for
appraisal, classifications 77, 116, 118, .123, 126, 128, 130, 132, and 133,
could be considered as one "applicant type group" and -a sample drawn from this
"group" in proportion to the number -of case files it contributed to the
Central Records System.· Wlthin the sample of 333 applicant type case files
thus drawn in Headquarters, an effort was made to select at . least five case
files from each separate applicant classification in the group and to ensure
that larger classifications were r~presented by a sample size in proportion to
the population of the classification within the applicant-type group. The
grouping process enabled NARSto reduce the numberof files reviewed-in some
classifications without loss of information essential to the making of

,-appraisal decisions.

(

Similar considerations led to decisions to group for the purposes of sampling
for appraisal a few other investigative classifications in the Central Records
System. These include classifications 143, 144, and 168--all relating to
investigations of interstate transportation of gambling materials;
classifications 121, 138, 140, and 151-all covering phases of the Federal
government's loyalty· program; classes 192, 193, 194 and 195-all related to
violations reSUlting in interference with interstate commerce;classifications
15, 26, 103, 146, and 148-all ~overing investigations of violations involving
transportation of goods across state lines; and classifications 46, 147, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, and 213-al1 related to investigations involving fraud
against various agencies of the Federal government•.
In each of these groups, as in the applicant group, an effort was made to



•
include in the sample at least 5 case files from each classification in the
group and to ensure that larger classifications were more fully represented in
the group sample. •
The subsequent review of case files in grouped classifications has supported
the initial conclusions relating to similarities between types of information
in case files in these classifications. Fbr example, case files in applicant
classifications uniformly contain information from the subject of the
investigation, from state and local agencies and from other federal
agencies. Very little, if any, sensitive information (informant, electronic
surveillance, trash cover, etc.) appears in any of the case files.
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J. ~gar Hoover's Official and Confidential (O&C)P.lles

The materials which the FBI terms the Hoover O&C F.l.les consist of
approximately 10 feet of records that were in J. ~gar Hoover's office at the
time of his death in May, 1972. After Hoover's death, Mark Felt took custody
of these records, which eventually were placed in the FBI Special Plle Room.
These records are in at least three distinct segments, each of which is
discussed below.

1. One segment of the Hoover PlIes consists of what truly are J. ~gar
Hoover's O&CP.lles. This material, which has a volume of about 3-4 feet, is
comprised of 139 separate file folders arranged alphabetically by the nameof
the individual or subject to which each file pertains. Most of the folders
pertain to specific individuals, but about 40 have subjects as their ~tles.
The files have pink labels which include the letters "OC", except for several
folders which were transferred to the O&CP.1les from Hoover's Personal Plle
shortly before his death-these folders have blue labels and the letters
"PF." lilile these records include a few documents dated in the 1920s and
1930s, almost all of these files were accumulated between 1940 and Hoover's
death. Some of the records in the O&CP.lles are copies of serialized
documents, -but most are not; many of the documents prepared in the 1940s are
on blue or pink stationary which includes pre-printed instructions calling for
the destruction of-the documents whenno longer needed.

/,

The content of the O&CPlIes is varied. Someof the files pertain to special
investigations outside of the Bureau's usual jurisdiction undertaken at the
behest of the President of other high ranking officials. lOr example, one O&C
File relates to an JiBI investigation _.of a high goveI1lDleDtofficial and
allegations of this person's sexual activities. Another O&Cfolder labeled,
"lhite House Security 1945," concerns a special FBI investigation of ~eaks to
the press concerning sensitive US-Soviet negotiations. Other files pertain to
especially signi.ficant topics, FBI relations with the Dies Committee; Soviet
espionage activities in the United States; FBI liaison activities with the
TrumanWhite House, particularly with General Vaughn; FBI counterintelligence
activities; and wiretapping and microphone surveillance. Other files relate
to rumors and allegations against prominent persons, including files
concerning charges against Hoover himself. Somefiles, however, pertain to
matters of less importance or of sensitivity, such as the proposed appointment
of an individual to be the lbreau's budget officer or the visit of a Cuban
general to the United States during Wbrld ~r.II.

2. The second portion of the Hoover O&C PJ.les consists of serialized
uterials, mostly-ease files, maintained in Hoover's office because of their
sensitivity and/or his personal interest in them. Included are .. in files on
very prominent political figures-former Presidents, cabinet officers,
ambassadors, and Congressional leaders. Other case files or serials were of a
.ore routine nature but were of interest to Hoover. Apparently these records
were removed from Central PlIes at his request.

3. The third portion of what the FBI terms the O&CP.lles consists of about 2-
3 feet of miscellaneous material whose provenance is less certain than the 139
O&cfiles disscussed above. Someof these records clearly were not part of
Hoover's PJ.les since they were created after Hoover's death. Fbr example,
these records include a file on Congressional contacts which appears to have



been accumulated by Acting Director L. Patrick Gray as part of his effort to
determine what kinds of records the FBI had maintained on Members of
Congress. Other portions of these records may have been files held by high
ranking FBI officials other than Hoover that were gathered by Mark Felt and
transferred to the Special Pile Roomwhen Hoover's files were placed there.
Fbr example, included in this material are records in an envelope marked
"Material from JPM,"-the initials JPM presumably stand for .John P. Mohr.
Also included are materials concerning Martin Luther King that apparently were
maintained by lalliam Sullivan. In his memoirs, Mark l'elt asserts that he
took charge of some materials from Sullivan's files when Sullivan left the
!ureau.

Most of the remaining files in this miscellaneous collection probably were
maintained in Hoover's office. These files consist primarily of seven volumes
of ,transcripts and summaries of technical surveillance undertaken at the
behest of the ~ite House in 1945 and reports and other records accumulated in
1964. It should be noted that lists of the files turned over to the FBI
Special File Roomby Mark Felt some months after Hoover's death include case
files and serialized documents from other files. These records are not now
considered part of the Hoover O&C Files and presumably were returned to
Central files or placed in the Special P.Ue Room. It is possible that
serialized files were separated from the now constituted Hoover O&C Files
because they were originally part of Central HIes. Also, it is not
absolutely certain that all the files described were actually maintained in
Hoover's office. It is also possible that even before Hoover's death, some of
these records were maintained by Felt.

The following generalizaations can be made concerning the contents of Hoover's
Official and Confidential Files:

1. Host of the files relating to individuals concern matters of
sensitivity involving important issues and/or prominent individuals.

2. Some name and subject files deal with matters not within the Bureau's
normal jurisdiction.

3. lath the exception of files that pertain to special investigations, l

the files are fragmentary; that is, they are not the FBI's primary
source of information concerning the subject. Other D.lreau files
contain additional information on the subjects. For example, those
records in the O&C files that concern the Alger Hiss case consist
primarily of a small amount of material brought together in the 1950s
to indicate that Hoover had warned the State Department about Hiss
before the case became public. This material on Hiss was gathered in
connection with the Bureau's assistance to Don ~itehead in his
preparation of a history of the FBI. Similarly, the file on Dwight D.
Eisenhower consists of a single memorandumprepared by Hoover in 1952
concerning a conference he had with Eisenhower shortly before he
became president. There are at least two additional files on
Eisenhower within Bureau records.

There are three sets of finding aids to the Hoover O&Cfiles:
1. A 3 x 5 inch card index arranged alphabetically by name. These cards,
which apparently were prepared while Hoover was still alive, contain the
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names of individuals mentioned in the O&C P.1les and guide the user to the
file folder which contains references to the individual in question.

2. A list of file folder titles prepared after Hoover'. death that also
includes very brief descriptions of the content of each folder.

3. Synopses on each individual folder Which includes the tile, date span
of file, whether or not the file contains derogatory information, and a
brief description of the contents of the file.
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The Nicbols P.l.le

In • folder aarked "Inventory" filed at tbe front of tbe first of two bins
containing .terials identified by • guide card as tbe ''NICHOLSmE", tbere
is a document entitled "Instructions PromDirector on OC P.Ue/Claedfication
List." (See Attachment A). The document consiets of a memo,dated October I,
1941, from Hoover to Tolson, Tammand Nicbols; followed by one undated sbeet
identified as a "Supplemental Index (Since April, 1944)", followed by a folder
list dated April I, 1944.
The October 1 _mo (included in a sanitized version as an appendix to tbe
printed Hearings on Inquiry into the Destruction of Former FBI Director
Hoover's files and FBI Recordkeeping of the Subcommittee on Government
Information and Individual Rights, House Committee on GovernmentOperations)
expresses Hoover'. desire tbat ". confidential file be uintained in the
office of Mr. (L. B.) Nicbols, under bis direction and supervision" to include
"items believed inadvisable to be included ln tbe general flIes of tbe
Bureau." An annotation (dated 5/5/44) etates ''Done & this material indexed &
kept in top 3 drawer cabinet LEN/IHL.n

The October I, memo also expresees Hoover's desire tbat (a second)
"confidential file in Miss Gandy's Office be rstricted to confidential items
of a more or less personal nature of the Director'8 and items which (be) migbt
have occasion to call for from time to time, sucb as memoranda to tbe
Department on the Dies Committee, etc."

The supplemental index and folder list appear to constitute an inventory of
the confidential file maintained in Nichols' office as of someunknowndate.
(The supplemental index is not dated.) The bistory of tbe "Nichols Rle"
after its establishment is obscure. In particular, its disposition following
L. B. Nicbols' retirement in 1957 is uncertain. However, W.Mark Jelt reports
in bis book, The FBI Pyramid From the Inside (pp 231-232), that following
Hoover's orders in the summerof 1971, he "submitted an instruction to all
officials that each furnish ••• a list of any files which he was holding in his
office." In response to this instruction, "Assistant Director Thomas E.
Bishop of the Crime Records Division replied that he had one file drawer of
miscellaneou8 records from 15 to twenty year8 old which had been accu1ll.llated
in his Division before he retired in 1957." Felt took possession of the
contents of Bishop'8 file drawer and p1t them in a combination lock file
cabinet in his office.

Ibllowing Hoover's death in Hay of 1972, Jelt acquired the Director's
''Official and Confidential" file (the file described in the October 1 memoas
being in Mis8 Gandy's office?) and placed it in 8ix new two-drawer combination
lock file cabinets "aide by aide" with the files obtained from Bishop and six
folders relating to a confidential per80nnel investigation obtained from
Assistant to the Director James P. Mohr. In June of 1972, Felt asked
Cornelius Sullivan, an Inspector in tbe Domestic Intelligence Division, to
prepare a complete inventory. Somefiles listed in the April 1944 memoare
not listed in Sullivan'. inventory (See Attachment C.) and they are not in the
Nicbols Pile as it is presently constituted in the Special File Room.
Similarly, some files listed in the Supplementary Index (See Attachment D.)
are neither in Sullivan'. inventory nor presently in the Nichols File in the
Special P.l.le Room.
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All of the files listed in Sullivan's inventory of Cabinet 5 (including a few
file folders not on earlier lists, Attachment E) are presently in the Nichols
Pile in the Special HIe Roomexcept a file titled ''Palestine Situation."
There are documents in the folders titled "~ite House" and "Wire Tapping"
which post-date Nichols tenure' at the bureau. According to lists of the
contents of the Official and Confidential files in Hoover's office, files on
Bometopics (See Attachment F.) were maint1aned there as well as in Nichols
office.

It would be inaccurate to describe the Nichols HIe as it exists in the
Special File Roomas a collection of information gathered about Senators and
Congressmen. That such a file once existed is evidenced by a memofiled in
66-3286, the file on Destruction of Bureau Files. The memo,dated November4,
1972, describes the Bureau's practice (actually initiated by L. B. Nichols in
the 50's) of (a) preparing background memoson newly elected Senators and
Congressmen and (b) maintaining "reference cards" listing all file references
and memoreferences to Senators and Congressmen. The background memoswere
either added to or became the first serial in a main file on the Memberof
Congress. The reference cards, described as a "vital part" of the FBI's
Congressional liaison program were maintained (in three copies) in the Crime
Research Division. Both of the practices begun by Nichols were discontinued
by L. Patrick Gray in June 1973. All copies of the reference cards were
destroyed.

In spite of the fact that the existing Nichols FJ..ledoes not live up to its
reputation as a cache of Congressional gossip, it does appear to contain
important documentation of both the development of and the protection of the
famous "Bureau image" and should be retained. For example, in the folder
titled "Wire Tapping" there is included an envelope containing 3 X 5 cards
serving as a kind of index to 17 cases of technical surveillance practiced by
the Bureau in the 1940's. The envelope is marked for L. B. Nichols' eyes only
and each card is marked in red ink ''N ot to be included in running memo." The
17 carded cases are listed in Attachment G. There are documents in almost
every Folder in the Nichols File bearing Hoover's blue ink comments.
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Felt JI1les

Any consideration of the files of. W.Mark Felt must acknowledge that different
people mean different things when they speak of "Felt JI1les." Somepeople
aean J. Edgar Hoover's ''Official and Confidential Files" that were transferred
to lelt by Clyde Tolson after Hoover's death in 1972. A discussion of these
files including the files of Louis B. Nichols, is found elsewhere in this
report. Some people refer to the six volumes of official memorandafrom
Boover to Tolson that were maintained by Felt upon Tolson's retirement and
were later transferred to Nicholas Callahan. Still other people may include
in Felt's files the file cabinets of William Sullivan's files that Felt had
located in C. D. Brennan's office and, according to R!lt in his book The mr
Pyramid, ordered returned to Bureau files.

The project bas uncovered only two references to files in R!lt's office other
than those listed above. One document, in November 1971, mentioned "the
strictly confidential files maintained by the Deputy Associate Director of the
Bureau, Mr. Felt." Because of the date, this does not appear to have been any
of the sets of materials mentioned above. A second document, dated in May
1973, listed 7 files to be "permanently retained in Mr. Felt's office." A
notation on the document in April 1975 says that 2 of these files -- those on
Elliot Richardson ~ were "returned to Records Section 4/2/75 for retention in
regular file sequence." The other files were examined by project personnel
and they were found to be in the central records system, serialized, and
related to applicants.
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The FBI Appraisal Project Staff
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Bruce I. Ambacher (Ph.D., Temple University) has been an archivist in the
Machine-Readable Archives Division of the National Archives since 1976. His

"-Tesponsibilities include the appraisal and accessioning of a variety of
records created by the Federal government. Prior to joining NARS,he was a
faculty member in the Department of History at the University of Texas at
Arlington. Dr. Ambacherhas presented papers at both archival and historical
associations. His publications include several articles as well as an essay
in Essays on Urban America (University of Texas Press, 1975). He is a member"
of the Organization of· American Historians, the American Historical
Association, the Society of- American Archivists, the Society for History in
the ~deral Government, and the Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference, of
whose jouT1Ul1he is associate editor. He is also chairman of the National
Archives Assembly's Appraisal Committee.

Edward F. Barrese (Ph.D:, George 18shington University) has been on t:he staff
of the National Archives since. 1914. His positions include- reference
archivist for the Natural Resources Branch, director of the Modern Archives
Institute, and appraisal archivist for the Records Disposition Division. His
duties as an appraisal archivist include the inspection of records disposition
programs within <-=Federal agencies, the appraisal of Federal records,
preparation of reports on the status of records disposition in the ~deral
government, and presentations to a.wide variety of audiences on the appraisal
and disposition activities of the National Archives. In 1919-80, he served on
the NARSCommitteeon Revision of Appraisal Criteria. Dr. Barrese is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa.

James G. Bradsher (Ph.D. candidate, University of Massachusetts) bas been an
archivist with the Accession and Disposal Branch of the 18shington National
Records Center since ·1919. Bis responsibilities include appraising and
scheduling Federal records and offering workshops in records disposition.-
Prior to that he was -an archivist with the General Archives Division of the
National Archives. Be bas presented papers on both historical and archival
topics, and bas published ~n article on the appraisal of ~deral records. Mr.
Bradsher has produced records disposition schedules for the Civil and Anti-
Trust Divisions of the Department of JUstice. Before joining NARShe taught
American History at the University of Massachusetts. He is a memberof the
Organization of American Historians, the AmericanHistorical Association, the
Society for History in the Federal Government, and the Society of American
Archivists.
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George C. Chalou (Ph.D., Indiana University) has been on the staff of the
National Archives since 1971. He is currently a supervisory archivist with
the Reference Branch of the General Archives Division. His previous positions
included those of director of the Archives Training Course, and Assistant
Branch Chief for Referenee where he contributed to appraisal decisions related
to military and foreign affairs records. Prior to joining NARS,he was on the
faculty of the History Department at Ohio State University. Dr. Chalou is the
author of several publications relating to American History and archives
administration. He is a member of the Organization of American Archivists,
the Society of American Archivists, and the National Archives Assembly.

•

•

•
Charles M. Dollar (Ph.D., University of Kentucky)~ has served as Director of
the Machine-Readable Archives Division and is currently Director of the 4t
Technology Assessment Division. Prior to joining NARS in 1974 he was an
Associate Professor of History _at Oklahoma _State University -where he
specialized in quantitative research techniques and 20th Century U.S.
History. He is a Fellow of the Society of American Archivists. Among his
publications are "The l'brdney-McCumber Tariff of 1922: A Case in Regional
Politics," Journal of Southern History, "Appraising Machine-Readable Records," •
The American Archivist, and ~'quantitative History and the lbture of Archives,'
proceedings of the International Congress of Archives. In addition, he is co-
author of Historian's Guide to Statistics (1971) and General Editor of
Changing Times: A History of the American People JJ~79. 1981).

•
Susan Rosenfeld l'8.lb (Ph.D., Georgetown University) is an archivist with the
Judicial and Fiscal Branch of the Civil Archives Division. She has reference
responsibilities for the records of the Wltergate Special Prosecution R>rce
which contain FBI and Justice Department records. Prior to that she was
employed by the Machine-Readable Archives Division, with appraisal and
accessioning responsibilities. She has had teaching appointments at Cornell,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Howard University, and Georgetown
University. Dr. hlb has delivered papers on historical topics and has
published articles in Reviews in American History and Maryland Historical
Magazine. _ S~e is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the Organization of American
Historians, the American Historical Association, the American Society for
Legal History, and the Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference.
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Michael A. Goldman (Ph.D., Rutgers University) has been on the staff of the
National Archives since 1973. He has held positions in the Natural Resources
Branch and.!' the Declassification Division and is Olrrently an appraisal
archivist in the Records Disposition Division. His current responsibilities

<,.. incl.ude the inspection of reco;fds" disposition pt:ograms within liederal
• agencies, the appraisal of Federal records, and the preparation of .reports on

the status of records disposition in the liederal Government. Prior to joining
. NABS,Dr. Goldmantaught American History at Upsala College. He has published

- as essay in The Commissioners of Indian Affairs, 1824 - 1977, (University of
Nebraska, _ 1979), and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and the Mid-Atlantic
Regional Archives Conference.•

• (

Sharon L. Gibbs (Ph.D., Yale University) bas been on _the staff of ~.the
.National Archives since 1975. ,.Ber first -.-position was .that, of -archivist with

r the Machine-Keadab1e Archives Division where she - had appraisal and
- ,', accessioning responsibility for It, wide variety 'Of Federal records. Since 1978

she has been an archivi(lt ,,~th the Center for Polar and Scientific Archives.
Dr. Gibbs is the author of two books and several articles in the history of
8cience and has taugl)t at Colgate University. She is the History of Science
Society's representative on the Joint Committee on the,Archives of Science and

",Technology, and is a memberof the EXecutive Board of the ~ety for History
in the Federal Government. - ·Other professional -affiliations include the
Archaeological Institute of America and the Society 'of American Archivists.

•

•

•

Gerald K. Haines (Ph.D., University of 1a.sconsin - Madison) has been an
archivist in the Diplomatic Branch of the National Archives since 1974. Prior
to joining NARShe taught in the History Department at the .Dniversity of_
Wisconsin - 'Madison, and \8yne County CommunityCollege. - He is Olrrently a
visiting Associate Profes~or at the University of Texas at San Antonio and ~s -
taught at Northern.: :Virginia, CommunityCollege. Dr. Haines is the author of
several articles on-American foreign relations and -the co-editor of' American
Foreign Relations: -'AHistoriographical Review (GreenwoodPress, 1981). He is
a memberof the American Historical Association, the-.,Organization of American
Historians, and the Society of Historians of American lbreign Relations. In
addition, he has been President of the National Archives Assembly.

• (.
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Donald F. Harrison (Ph.D., Georgetown University) has been an archivist in
the Machine-Readable Archives Division since 1973 with responsibility for
appraising and accessioning the records of Defense Department agencies. He
has been an adjunct instructor at the University of Rhode Island, the
University of Maryland, and the Northern Virginia Community college, and has
held the position of CommandHistorian, U.S. Army, Vietnam. Dr. Harrison has
published articles on military history and archival sources. He is a member
of the Organization of American Historians, the Inter-University Seminar for
the Study of Armed Fbrces and Society, and the International Association for
Social Science. He is also a member of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives
Association, whose journal he edits.,

•

•

•
.

Ethel W. Hedlin (~h.D., Duke University) has been a grants analyst for the
National Historical Publications and Records Commission since 1979. Prior to
joining NARSshe held a variety of pOsitions with appraisal responsibilities
including those -of Corporate Archivist, Wells Fargo Bank, - and-State Archives --
Specialist and Institutional Records Specialist with the Ohio Historical
Society. Dr. Hed1in has taught archival workshops for the Society of American
Archivists, and a course in records management at Franklin University. She
has presented papers on historical and archival topics, and has published in
the area of business archives. She is a member of the Southern Historical
Association, the Society of American Archivists, the Society for History in
the lederal Government, and the Mid-Atlantic-Regional-Archives Conference.

•

•

•
R. Michael MCReynolds- (A.M., University of Chicago) has been on the staff of
the National Archives since 1969. His positions at NARS include that of
archivist with the Legislative, Judicial and F.l.scal Branch, and deputy
assistant _to the Archivist. His current position is Assistant Chief for
Reference in the Judicial and Fiscal Branch, the unit in NARSresponsible for •
Justice "Department and FBI records. In addition, he has had several special
assignments, including Director of the National Archives Conference on ''Law
and American Society" .and reviewer of Freedom of Information requests. for
access to records of the \Btergate Special Prosecution Fbrce. Mr. MCReynolds-
has taught in the History Department at" State University College, SUNY-
Fredonia, -and authored several papers and articles on archival topics. He is •
a member of the Organization of American Historians, the American Society for
Legal History, and the Supreme Court Historical Society. He is currently
President of the National Archives Assembly.
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Jerome Nashorn (Ph.D., Harvard University) has been on the staff of the
National Archives since 1975. His first position was that of archivist with
Presidential Libraries Where;he authored a study on the Presidential Library

, system for the Public DocumentsCommission. His current position is that of
-.appraisal archivist with the Records Disposition Division' Which includes

~.~ responsibility for 'the inspection of-'Tecords disposition programs within
Federal agencies, the appraisal of' Federal records, preparation of reports on
the status of records disposition in the Federal Governmentand presentations
on the appraisal and disposition activities of the National Archives. Prior to
joining the National Archives, Dr. Nashom earned a Ph.D. in AmericanHistory
at Harvard University, Wherehe was a teaching fellow. ~

James E. O'Neill . (Ph.D., University of Chicago) has served as Deputy
Archivist and Acting Archivist -of the ,United States, and is currently
Assistant ,Archivist for Presidential4L1brarlea.. ~Prior to joining BARSin 1969

,k" -~he was an Instructor and Assistant Professor of History'at'-the University of
Notre Dame.,a manuscript specialist ..and editor of the Guide to the Study of

",;'" the United States of America in the Library of Cong.ress, and Associate
Professor of History. at Loyola University (Chicago). -,.Be is a R!llow of the
Society of American Archivists, a memberof the Executive Committee of the
International Coullcih...8II" Arebives, and B:litor-in-Chief of the International

, 'J Journal of Archives., He is the eo-author of Episodes in American History
~ -,(Ginn, 1973) and co-editor .of Wlrld Wlr II.: ~ An Account of Its Documents

(Howard, 1976).

Timothy K. Nenninger (Ph.D., University of loll.sconsin)has been an archivist
with the Military Archives Division since 1970. His responsibilities have
included the ,_ppraisal of Army and Navy Department records, including
intelligence records, and the preparation oL~escriptive pamphlets for several
series of military records. Dr. Nenninger is tbe author of several articles

>},,' ,on military history and a book titled The Leavenworth Schools and the Old
- Arm: ~ucation Professionalism and the Officer Cor s of the U.S. Arm

1891 -1918 GreenwoodPress, 1 78. He 1s a memberof the Organization of
American Historians,. ...tbe U.S. Commission on Military B1s~ory, the American
Military Institute, and ~he Society of American Archivists. _"
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•Trudy Huskamp Peterson (Ph.D., University of Iowa) is Chief, Legislative and
Natural Resources Branch, Civil Archives Division. Previous positions in NARS
include that of director of the Modern Archives Institute, archivist with the
Office of Presidential Libraries, and Assistant to the Deputy Archivist. Dr.
Peterson is the author of several articles on archival and historical topics
and has published two books in agricultural history. In addition, she has •
given numerous presentations before archival and historical associations and
has taught in the History Department of the University of Maryland. She is a
Fellow of the Society of American Archivists and member of the editorial board
of both The American Archivist and Agricultural History. Other professional
affiliations include the Organization of American Historians and the American
Historical Association. •

Henry J. W:>lfinger (M.A., Princeton University) -.has been il member of the
National Archives staff since 1971."_ His post tions include that _of .archivist
with the Legislative, Judicial and Fiscal Branch, Civil Archives Division, and
appraisal archivist with the Records Disposition Division. Current
responsibilities include the inspection of records disposition programs within
Federal agencies, the appraisal of Federal records, and the preparation of
reports on the status of records disposition in the Federal Government. Prior
to joining NARS, Mr. ~lfinger was an assistant professor of history at Hope
College~ He has written several articles on Utah history and contributed an
essay to Social Accommodation in Utah (University of Utah, 1975). He is a
member of the Organization of American Historians and the Southern Historical
Association.
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